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OAKLAND PARK

NOT OWNED HERE
INDEPENDENCE

An Important Correction Re
garding Two Rum Vessels.

DAY

Knox County in general, and Rock
land in particular, have been getting
some unwarranted and unenviable
advertising this week through the
seizure of the schooners Morris &
Cliff and Mary I-angdon. the news de
spatches creating the impression that
the rum-laden craft were from Rock
land and were owned in this county.
The mistake was natural enough
with reference to the Morris & Cliff
for the schooner’s papers showed
that she was owned by Frederick
W. Robinson of St. George. The real
owner of the craft is C. H. Reeves
of +26 Lexington avenue. New York,
but the new ownership had not been
reported at the Rockland Custom
House.
Mr. Robinson sold the
schooner several months ago and had
nothing to do with it or its transac
tions at the\time of the seizure.
The schooner Mary I^ingdon, which
ls also credited in the news de
spatches as coming from Rockland,
was sold some time ago to Addison
Bumpstead of Glenwood Springs, N.
,Y. ’
And thus is Rockland able to clear
its skirts of whatever odium may at
tach to the rum seizure.

SUGGESTIONS
Prudence directs the
way to independence—
and in this connection
we would suggest that the
best way to prepare for
your financial independ
ence is to save your sur
plus dollars and invest
them safely. An accoun^
with us will be a splendid,
help to you.

OWL’S HEAD INN
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

LOBSTER

AND

DINNERS

CHICKEN

WAFFLES AND

MAPLE SYRUP

4% INTEREST PAID

GIFT SHOP AND ANTIQUES

•r»

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO AUTO PARTIES
MRS. TRESCOTT

A

TELEPHONE

PEMAQUID

BEACH

OPEN FOR

THE SEASON

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Hie

Rockland
National
Bank

PEMAQUID TAVERN
NOW

PiEMBfft
^FEDERAL R£SEP*C
bSySIEJIx

SERVES

MAINE’S FINEST SHORE DINNERS
TELEPHONE 407-13

75-90-T&S

IN

AND BRAZING

AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE

PORTER

EDNA

HOME

STEAD at 9 Suffolk Street.

Mu«t

be sold at once to settle estate.

Inquire of—

GILFORD B. BUTLER
ROCKLAND

TEL. 185.

77

DENTS TAKEN OUT OF CAR

your'd^yof f
Rest-:

//■S'

BODIES

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

You want automobile COLLISION insurance,
so that you will be protected against DAMAGE
TO YOUR OWN CAR—we don’t blame you.
You don’t want the policy offered by other com
panies, because you either have to pay a pro
hibitive premium or else you have to deduct $50
or $100 from each and every claim—we don’t

,

632-4 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
74S77

START
SAVING NOW

C

U N D A Y dinner—you
have been thinking it
over and wondering what
you could have that would
differ from your former
Sunday dinners. You want
to please him?
Suggest
coming here !

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

We have a special proposition SOLD BY NO
OTHER COMPANY—low cost—and you don't
have to deduct $50 or $ 100 from every claim.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN ST,

The “American Companies Only” Agency

Get

GFNERAL AGENTS FOR THE STATE OF MAINE
LOCAL CLAIM SERVICE

Rockland, Maine

acquainted

with

“Bill O’Fare

ROCKLAND

Newbert’s Cafeteria

A strictly mutual savings
bank

E. C. MORAN & CO.
425 Main Street.

The

WELDED AND
STRAIGIITENFD
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

blame you.

FOR SALE

AUTOMOBILE
FENDERS

SOMETHING NEW

LOWEST RATES

SIR KNIGHTS TICKLED

Rockland’s Finest Eating Place

DEPOSITS
Made during tbe first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.

689 MAIN ST.,

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

77-tf

SEA VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE
Expert Battery Repairs
ROCKLAND

Tel. 837-W

1
VISIT ROCKLAND
THIS SUMMER
While here you will always receive a wel
come in our banking rooms which are lo

cated in the heart of the city.

PROTECT THE PAPERS THAT
PROTECT YOU’
OUR SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
ARE

We take pleasure in serving you.
4% INT<RF .. PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

“AT

limited United States Depository
Unitsd States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET
A BANK OFR EVERYBODY

YOUR

SERVICE”

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

North National Bank
Frames and Correct Lenses

Only $10.00

FREDS. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK 8TREET, • - ROCKLAND
M-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING, HEATING
TEL. 244-W
117tf

THE REAL INSIDE STORY

Volume 80................. Number 77.
SIGNATURES APLENTY

Daylight Saving Referendum
At the Way They Were
On Rockland’s Community Chest—What It Is—What It
Will Be Held, Not Neces
Treated In Bangor St.
Has Done and What It Hopes To Do.
sarily This Year.
John’s Day.
Portland will enjoy daylight sav
Back from Bangor, where they at
We are all neighbors. In the good mendously important and necessary; ing time at least until a referendum
tended the St. John’s Day celebration
but the Chest has its service side
the members of Claremont Conunan- old days, which some of us remember quite as distinctly as any of thejinr- election is held upon the Harriman
dery, K. T., are talkftig of little else and tlie rest of us have often heard ticipatlng agencies.
act passed by the last Legislature
than the wonderful time they had. about, when everybody knew every
First, It alms to be of service to forbidding the adoption by munici
Nearly 125 of the Sir Knights went body else in town, it was a simple the public by publishing Interesting palities of other than Eastern Stand
from this city, accompanied by the matter to do the kind and neighborly facts about its work the year ’round ard time.
If the refcrftiim ’vote
Rockland Band and the two organi thing for anyone In distress. One and by bringing to the door of the should reject the law. daylight sav
zations got a good hand all along the merely carried around a basket of subscribers information of what their ing time might continue to be en
line of march.
The Camden Drum groceries or a bundle of clothing, or dollars are accomplishing. Second, it joyed indefinitely by Portland or any
Corps was one of the parade features.
ordered some coal sent up by the alms to be of service to the member other municipality that saw fit to
Twenty-two commanderles gath
agencies. This does not mean that adopt it.
dealer.
ered to celebrate the 75fh anniver
As civilization progresed. people be the Chest wishes to "run" tlie agen
The referendum election upon the
sary of Bangor Commandery. There
gan to find the direct touch with these cies. This is the responsibility of the anti-daylight saving bill may be
was a big parade in the forenoon to
board of managers. But it does aim held at the special election in Sep
Bass Park where a fine banquet was charitable and welfare objects more to assist them to Improve their finan
and more difficult. So they decided
tember of the present year, when the
served.
cial and social planning so that the
The uniformed bodies were taken to unite in helping others through a standards of their work may be highway bond issue, the bond issue
common agency, whicli would inves
for the Kennebec Bridge and the Pascare of in a very able manner, their
brought to the highest possible
quarters being provided at the grand tigate the need and remedy it from point. In this way co-operation be samaquoddy tide power development
funds supplied by those who feel that
project are to be voted upon, or it
stand at Bass Park and in the audi
tween the agencies is developed and
torium.
At 11.30 Hon. Charles D. the Community Chest Is the modern duplication of effort eliminated. may be held at the regular election
in 1928.
Crosby, mayor of Bangor, greeted the way.
Today, with the multiplicity of peo Third, it aims to keep in touch with
The time at which the election will
Sir Knights.
The bands en masse
the
social
needs
of
the
community
ple and problems, with advancement
be held rests entirely with Gov. Brew
played, giving a fine concert.
and serve as a "Clearing house"
At 2.45 William Hill of Portland In methods of social service, with where all service groups, whether ster who is required by law to Issue
commandery gave an exhibition of lessons in co-operation learned in the members of the Chest or not, whose a proclamation fixing the date of
rifle shooting. Following this enter war and the spirit of service roused work may touch upon a problem in election when he is satisfied that
tainment there was a baseball game and ready, there has been another hand, may meet for conference look 10,000 valid signatures have been filed
between Bangor and Bar Harbor. A mighty urge toward greater unity in ing toward solution. In tills way the upon the referendum petitions.
More than 16.000 signatures have
concert was given at the auditorium social work, and the Community Chest will lie made as fully useful es
been obtained already to the refer
by the Bangor Symphony Orchestra. Chest has resulted.
it was designed to be.
Under
Its
banner
welfare
agencies
endum petitions against the act. As
Sir Knight Adelbert W. Sprague, con
unite for greater economy, greater ef
A Question and its Answer
ductor.
a great deal of care has been taken
ficiency,
greater
effort.
Its
purpose
The question Is sometimes asked in obtaining the signatures, it is be
At 6 o'clock at the park another
is
to
raise
funds
co-operatively
and
why agencies "Which are not chari lieved to be certain that there will be
dinner was served and an hour later
at 7 o’clock an entertainment was to Improve standards of social work. ties” are included in the Chest. So more than 10,000 valid signatures
There
has
been
no
diminution
of
the
cial service is of two general types— which will Insure the calling of a
given at the auditorium under the
direction of B. F. Keith-Albee vau neighborly spirit. In fact it is strong remedial and preventive. The for referendum election.
er
than
ever,
for
has
not
the
number
mer. being the more obvious, is nat
deville exchange and at its conclusion
Of the 16,000 signatures which have
the guests were escorted to Union of subscribers increased nearly ten urally estabiishra first. As the work been thus far obtained, but 7000 are
fold.
and
does
not
almost
every
fam

grows the need for stemming the tide from Portland and 9000 from outside
station by the massed bands.
Each commandery had one or more ily in town count It a pleasure as of misfortune becomes evident, and the city. The interest shown out
well
as
a
duty
to
carry
its
share
of
preventive work Is launched. No side of Portland is taken to indicate
bands.
The Farmington Comman
more constructive effort for overcom that there may be sentiment enough
dery h^d the honor of having in line welfare responsibility?
Advantages of the Chest Plan
ing human weaknesses has been de against the Harriman bill to prevent
the only band which was composed
entirely of Knights Templar.
St.
Moreover, the Chest plan has cer vised in the’flcld of social service than its endorsement at the polls.
John’s Knights Templar of Bangor tain distinct advantages. It costs preventive work In its various phases
The time limit upon the filing ot
did themselves proud for the day. far less to raise the necessary money of health, education, recreation, char the referendum petitions is 90 days
Automobiles were furnished to take in one campaign, and to collect and acter building and citizenship. With after the adjournment of the legis
the visiting knights over the city. administer the funds from one cen out it the community Is deliberately lature, so that they must be received
In fact the Knights Templar, outside tral office, than it did when each feeding Its hospitals, its alms houses, at the office of the Secretary of State
of the marching were not permitted agency did these things for Itself. Its reformatories and its prisons. The Frank W. Ball at AugURta by July 10.
to walk.
Freedom from perpetual fund-raising inclusion, therefore, of characterArrangements are being made to
The welcome was extended by Emi has enabled the participating agen building agencies In a community
forward the petitions to Augusta at
nent Rev. Ashley A. Smith, past cies to concentrate on their tasks chest is as logical as the inclusion of
grand master of the grand lodge of with much more efficient and satis preventive work along health lines. least a day in advance of the time
Maine; response. Right Eminent factory results. Business-like meth "Better character formation now than limit.—Press Herald.
Thomas E. McDonald, grand com ods are assured by the Chest plan. reformation later." That is the rea
mander of the commandery of Maine; An impartial Budget Committee son why Rockland has the Boy Scouts AWARDED A DEGREE
address. Eminent Sir Dr. Daniel A. passes on the budgets, monthly finan ns its Community Chest members and
Robinson, past commander of St. cial reports are submitted and yearly Children’s Playground.
Former Knox County Boy
John's Commandery.
audits are made. Furthermore, every
The Community Chest Idea ls the
subscriber’s effort goes infinitely modern expression of organized soGets LL.D. From Cincin
farther than It did in the old days. clal
effort, and
has
succeeded
nati University.
He now gives once, but enough for throughout the country because it
TONS OF FOOD
ail, and his act keeps in operation the results in saving of effort, money and
The University of Cincinnati, which
whole machiney of welfare work with time on the part of the citizens, and
It takes plenty of food to feed
all its ramifications.
the people concerned In the organiza ls the greatest municipal university
a crowd of hungry men who
The Chest Hat Its Service Side
tion themselves. The time and effort In the country, with a student en
have been marching for over
which
they formerly spent In tlnane rollment of over 5000, has conferred
Although
the
Chest
by
name
sug

an hour, as is evidenced by the
ing
their
needs can now be given di upon Randall J. Condon the degree of
gests
interests
purely
financial,
it
is
list below, of the edibles which
rectly
to
the
purposes for which they Doctor of Laws, a recognition which
by
nature
deeply
concerned
with
were dispensed to the visiting
are
organized
and results In doubling must tie particularly appreciated by
community
betterment.
•
Business
Knights Templar.
efficiency and economy, and a suc the amount of work they are able to its recipient since It came from the
2500 pounds of salmon, 40
i university of the city where he had
cessful annual campaign are tre- do.
bushels of potatoes, 45 cases of
done his work for 13*years. Mr. Con
peas, 40 gallons of pickles, 40
don held the degree of LL.D. from
gallons of olives, 170 gallons of
his own college, Colby, awarded in
CAMDEN
’
S
GLAD
HAND
ice cream, 14,500 parker house
“ •
1913.
rolls, 12,000 sandwiches, 500
At .the recent commencement at
pounds of chicken, 700 pounds
Colby Mr. Condon gave the annual
of boiled hams, 350 pounds of
Expected That 30 Governors Will Grasp It July Fourth- address to the Alumni Association
cheese, 100 pounds of saltines,
and on commencement day awarded
90 dozen eggs, 50 gallons of
Committees Are Working Hard.
the Condon Medal for good cllizenmilk, 40 gallons of cream, 365
shi; to the member of the class who
cakes, 200 pounds of coffee, 300
had by classmates been deemed most
pounds of cube sugar, 225
Thirty of tills nations +8 govern that the public may attend the gov worthy of this honor.
pounds of butter, 27 boxes of
ors are coming to attend the confer ernor’s reception.
Mr. Condon has long entertained
oranges, 27 bunches of bananas,
ence at Poland Spring next Tuesday
Among the governors who have yie feeling that while we recognize
850 cases of soft drinks, 15,000
and It Is fair to assume that most accepted invitations to attend tin
scholarship, as of course we should,
cigars.
of them will visit Camden on the conference are:
and athletic accomplishments, which
• **«..***•**
Fourth of July on the final lap of
Clarence J. Morley. Colorado; John
is also desirable, we have not done
the itinerary.
W. Trumbull, Connecticut; Robert
TWAS A BIG HAUL
The Camden Yacht Club, harbor P. Robinson, Delaware", John W enough to recognize fine character
front and business streets will he Martin. Florida; Edward Jackson. and Its exhibition In conduct and in
French Schooner Seized Off Swan's elaborately decorated, and a Idg Indiana; John Hanimill, Iowa; Ralph service during the four years of col
Island Had Liquors Valued At crowd from the neighboring towns O.
Brewster, Maine;
Albert C. lege residence. Unless good citizen
$350,000.
will help Camden folks welcome the Richie, Maryland; Alvan T. Fuller, ship appears there, he maintains. It
distinguished visitors.
Massachusetts; Alex J. Grosberk, is not likely to be in evidence later.
Capt. Harry Ducos and crew of the
There'll be a lot of big guns in Michigan; Theodore Christianson, For this reason, upon the hundredth
schooner Cherie of Bordeaux, which town that day and one of them will Minnesota; Henry L. Whitefield, anniversary of the founding of Colby,
vessel was seized by federal prohibi be the big gun sent from the adjutant Mississippi; Adan McMullen, Ne- In 1920, he announced the establish
tion agents off Swan's Island last general's department for the purpose braska; John G. Wlnant, New ment of this medal, to be awarded
Sunday with a cargo of liquors were of firing the governor’s salute. The Hampshire; Alfred B. Smith, New annually for all time to the member
arraigned Wednesday before United visitors will come to Camden on the York: M. E. Trapp, Oklahoma; Aram of the graduating class who In the
States Commissioner Reid in Bangor palatial yacht Lyndonia, owned by J. Pothler, Rhode Island; Thomas G judgment of his classmates was most
for continued hearing on a warrant Cyrils H. K. Curtis, which has been MciLeod, South Carolina; Franklin entitled to receive the recognition.
Mr. Condon Is a Knox county boy.
charging conspiracy to violate the placed at the disposal of Mr. and S. Billings, Vermont; E. Lee Trlnkle.
Volstead act.
Mrs. Edward W. Bok for the occa Virginia; and Nellie T. Ross, Wyom born In Friendship, where he still
maintains his summer home, to which
All pleaded "not guilty,” waived sion.
ing.
The governors and other guests
Tlie entertainment of the visitors he has never failed to return for the
examination and were held for the
September term of the district court will be served with a lunch immedi Is under the direction of the Cam 40 years in which he has been en
in Bangor. Capt. Ducos in $5000 bail, ately after their arrival, and a very den Board of Trade. Rotary Club gaged in teaching and superintending
the members of his crew in $2500 brief reception will follow, the brevl and American Legion, which organi schools. He now fills the position of
ty being due to the fact that tlie vis zations have appointed the following editor of the Atlantic Monthly Press
each.
When the last of the case goods itors will have such a short time in committees; General chairman, Col. of Boston, and resides In Brighton.
had been taken from the hold of the Camden, and the committees desire E. A. Robbins; reception committee
THE NEW HIGHWAY CHIEF
Cherie Wednesday. 700 small barrels that they Bhall see as much of it as Major and Mrs. John Bird, Hoard ol
-----of whiskey were disclosed, whose possible through the medium of mo Trade; George Alien, Rotary Club; j
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Law. Jr.. CamGov. Brewster has named Arthur
I
presence on board had not been tor trips.
No official announcement has yet den Yacht Club; Mr. and Mrs. T H. Field of Lewiston, to be Chief of
suspected. This more than doubles
the value of the cargo, now estimated been made as to the itinerary of the Charleton Henry. Megunticook Golt the State Highway Police to succeed
dirigible Shenandoah, but there is Club; ,Mr. and Mrs. Z. M. Dwlnal Fred H. Sanborn of Gorham. The
at about $350,000.
every reason to believe that It will Board of Selectmen; Mr. and Mrs. nomination will be In line for confly over Camden on the Glorious Edward W. Bok; Rev. and Mrs 1 firmation at the July meeting of the
Ralph H. Hayden Col. and Mrs. E. Governor and Council. Field is at
Fourth.
Bids for the foundation
Another big attraction for the A. Robbins; luncheon. I’. G. Willey present Chief of the Lewiston Poof the new Masonic Tem pleasure-seekers will be the double- C. E. Lord, L. M. Chandler; decora-i lice. The appointment ls made
header baseball gdme between Cam tlons, A. L. Anderson, J. H. Hobbs; ' under the new law creating a Estate
ple at Union, Me., will be den and Rockland—one game In the automobiles. R. W. Jamieson. P. J Highway Police, with a chief apforenoon and one In the afternoon, Good: finance, George E. Alien, C. C \ pointed by (he Governor. The head
opened at
of the Highway Police lias heretothe latter probably late enough so Wood; baggage, Finlay Calder.
— fore been named by the State HlghUNION, JULY 1
tial, but .which wb are not quite so 1 way Commission.________
AT 4 P. M.
THAT AUGUSTA ROAD anxious to see." whereup Mr. PackPlans and specifications can be
D
r> •!
tr ar<1 introduced I. C. Thurston and : YOUR FAVORITE POEM
had from S. G. RITTERBUSH,
—
Will Probably Be Built ll; william Dornan of Union, manufac- j
CAMDEN, after June 26. Address
.1 i turers of caskets and tombstones, reIf I M'l to live my life again I would
all bids to J. C. CREIGHTON,
Bond Issue Passes tne spectively. As a clincher Senator have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some music at least once a week.
Chairman Bldg. Com., UNION,
I Packard presented Forrest K. Ware The
loss of these tastes la a loss of happi
Hearing.
ME.
76-77
j (»f Washington, an undertaker.
■»
'
| All of the petitioners did not ’have ness.—Charles Darwin.
Some time ago the State 'Highway lugubrious
THE ROAD TO ROMANY
vocations,
however.
Department resolve^ to build a State Among others who spoke were Jesse
Upon the mad to Romany
It’s stay, friend, stay!
BRAND NEW z
road between Augusta and Rockland, ; Overlook and W. O. Luce of Wash
There’s lots o’ love and lots o’ time
THIRTY FOOT
To linger on the way ;
but no steps have ever been taken ington, Arthur Payson of Union, Sec
Popples for the twilight,
retary MacDonald of the Rockland
in the matter.
Roses for the noon.
Chamber of Commerce and Mr. Bart
It’s happy goes as lucky go.s
Advocates of an improved highway lett of Somerville.
To Romany in June
advanced upon the capital Wednes- | rp^e Highway Commissioners were
But on the mad to Rome—oh
day and were permitted to have their sympathetic and Chairman Peabody
It’s march, man. march!
dust is on the chariot wheels.
Would alto make a very desirable
say before the Highway Department. intimated that they would gladly do i The
The sere Is on the larch :
more if they had the money. It was
Lobster or Fish Boat
Helmets and javelins
The case for the proponents was
intimated that the Rockland and Au
And bridles flocked with foam—
I well handled by Ex-Senator Arthur
The flowers are dead, the world’s ahead
gusta road will probably be built if
B. Packard of Rockport who injected
Upon the road to Rome
the bond issue is favorably voted up
•
•
•
•
i
i a vein of comedy into the hearing by
on
at
the
special
September
election.
Along the road to Rome, alas!
I his method of introducing some of the

CRUISER

The Latest Dark Shell

Rockland, Maine

THREE CENTS A COPY

OREL E. DAVIES

FOR SALE

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.

MARINE

301 Main St., Opp Park St.
44Stf

4

RAILWAYS

Agent for
THE RED WING MOTOR
BOAT BROKERS

36-tf

Telephone 702-W

| petitioners.
“Here is John Kearley of East
Hot Weather Drinks, delicious, re
Union,” said he, “who wants an op- freshing, in three varieties: Lily Chop
portunity of getting his farm products into Rockland.
And here are Tea, Iced. Rumford Ginger Ale. Za
I two men whose products are essen- Rax.—ad\\

The glorious dust is whirled.
Strong hearts are fierce to see
The city of the world !
Yet footfall or bugle-call
Or thunder as ye will.
Upon the road to Romany
The birds are calling at ill!

—Wallace Irwia.

PARK THEATRE

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

korklund. Maine, June 27, 1825.
Personally appeared Trans s nyddle who
en oath declares that he Is pressman ln the
offlce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of 'he
the Issue of this palter of June 25, 1925,
there was printed a total of 6,435 copies.

Refore me,

VhANK

, Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Cpzette, Saturday, June 27, 1925.

Page Two

n

MILLER.

Notary Public.

The laird is my shepherd, I shall
not want.—Ps. 23.
While the Community Chest di
rectors are not yet ready to an
nounce the full program for the final
canvass, which is assigned to tlie'
week following July 4th, assurance
is given the friends of the move
ment that all tlie preliminary ar
rangements are coming satisfactorily
forward and evidences of financial
support are highly gratifying. The
response of citizens drafted for the
campaign is so generous that there
Is no question but Rockland's second
Chest year is going to equal If not'
measurably surpass the success of
Its year number one.

That there continues to exist a
grave situation in the old world Is
set forth ln this announcement just
issued by the Near East Relief:
"Present receipts necessitate dis
charging minimum 4000 children be
fore October.
Majority under 151
years age. Inadequately trained, we •
compel them to compete with adult,
refugee labor for barest necessities!
of life. Undertrained children amid
this environment ln danger of be
coming little better than human
draft horses. Are we quitters thus
to sacrifice child life and our pre
vious years’ inspiring Investment?"
We know that many readers of
The Courier-Gazette have lent a
hand to this most worthy eausty If
the above appeal should move any
of them to further response they
may communicate with State Head
quarters, Exchange street, Portland;
or If they desire to send any checks
to the offlce of this paper we will
see them forwarded to the proper
destination.

Why wait until
the end of the week
to get ready

for the big weekend?
This Fourth is going down
in history with 1776.

Men are getting into action

now—it is going to be the
greatest holiday the nation has
ever seen.

You'll Want New

Clothes.

This Fourth of July stock

has been developed to a place
where, if you are set on alibing

STRAND THEATRE

it will change you into buying.

"Ten Nights in a Barroom,” which
opened at the Strand last night drew
crowds from far and near, and those
who have not witnessed that famous
old play will have their last oppor
tunity to see it today. Added feat
ure picture is Fred Thompson in j
"That Devil Quemado."
"The Denial," Hobart Henley’s
third production for Metro-Gold
wyn-Mayer, will be at the Strand
for two days, beginning on Monday
It is a story of two periods—of today
and the time of the Spanish-American war, showing the outcome of
two romances that were beset with
similar difficulties.
Claire Windsor, who plays the
leading role, is said to do the best
work of her career, appearing both |
as a girl of 1897 and as a mother of
45 at the present day. The part Is
a distinct novelty for this actress
and the report is that khe has the
opportunity for some fine character
work.
“The Denial” is based on the play
“The Square Peg," by Lewis Beach
and in its screen adaptation by
Agnes Christine Johnston has been
divided into a prologue, main story
and epilogue. Then a climax Is
reached which is both novel and ex
citing in which the scene shifts back
to the present day.—adv.

Why wait with'your visit—
when we haven’t with these
values!
Michaels - Stern

Tropical

Suits $30.00, $35.00 and $40.00
Sport Sweaters

Federal income taxes have become
a permanent source of public reve
nue. Different states have under
taken to collect a secondary Income
tax for purposes of state revenue.
The effect Is to drive capital into
hiding and discourage Investments
subject to surtaxes. In Wisconsin
there is an agitation to repeal the
state Income tax. It has prevented
new industries coming Into the state
and driven old industries to other
states where they are not subject to
such a tax. It Is possible that other
states with income tax laws will
follow that example. When Maine
declined to enact such a law her
people kept on the right side.
When it comes towlearning ’‘man
ners,” what better school is provided
than the telephone exchange, whose
operators receive instruction in po
liteness that manifests itself steadi
ly in the contact of the exchange
with its multitudinous patrons. Ob
serve with what’urbanity the opera
tor rejoins to our often brusque and
sometimes ill-tempered use of the
’phone, and how ashamed we are
when we hang up the instrument
and reflect upon the example in
good-manners which her gentlymodulated voice has laid before us.

A double feature program ia the at
traction at the Park today.
“Wel
come Home” Is a Paramount picture
with Lois Wilson and Warner Bax
ter. the other feature Is "Playing
With Souls" featuring Jacqueline
Logan, Mary Astor and Clive
jok.
"The Spaniard," a Paramount pic
ture featuring Ricardo Cortez. Jetta
Goudal and N’oah Beery, which will
be shown next Monday and Tuesday
at the Park Theatre is an appealing
and actionful adventure-romance
woven around Spain’s national sport
—.the bull fight.
Some of the high spots in the pro
duction, which is based on the novel
by Juanita Savage, include the first
meeting of The Spaniard (Cortez)
and Jetta Goudal, playing an Eng
lish society beauty, at a ball in Lon
don. The Spaniard, the mere men
tion of whose name sets feminine
hearts aflutter, meets his match ir
the beautiful Dolores. She has a
long string of conquests to her credit
and looks upon Don Pedro as but
another victim. He, however, has
other ideas on the matter which are
brought out as the picture pro
gresses.
Another high spot in the produc
tion is the scene in The Spaniard’s
mountain castle, where he carries
Dolores and holds her captive until
she finally confesses her love for
him. The girl is furious at first, butj
a long black whip in the hands ot |
the fiery Don Pedro quickly makes
her change her attitude toward the
Spaniard, who, she learns to her I
sorrow, is a man of great determi
nation—who frets what he goes af
ter, and he has his heart and soul set
on winning Dolores.
Still another big punch scene Is
the sequence in which Miss goudal
after escaping from The Spaniard, is
held captive by bandits, headed by
N’oah Beery in the role of Gomez
once a servant of Don Pedro.—adv.

Sport Hose
Sport Hats

Bathing Suits

Gregory’s
THE BROTHERHOOD

Baptist Men’s Class Has An
other Picnic At the Snow
Cottage.

Members of the Brotherhood Class
of the First Baptist church assem
bled for the third time at Camp Catawamteak, Spruce Head, Wednes
day. for their semi-annual meeting
and summer outing. There were 31,
including three guests—G. W. Las
key of Boston, of the Eastern S. S.
Lines, Rodney I. Thompson and
Ralph Hanna of Rockland.
It had been difficulty to entice Axel
Brunberg from his work, but the
Red Captain. Beverage, succeeded
in doing so and the former Y. M.
C. A. secretary led an enthusiastic
It should not surprise us that the bunch of bay players onto the field
Crown Prjnce’s book, “I Seek the and the sport began. The more dig
nified members, viewed the scenery
Truth,” fails to agree with the world’s explored the vicinity and listened to
judgment respecting the nation over victrola music, while a third group
which his family So long ruled. He bit all “Reds,” prepared a delicious lob
terly resents the treaty of Versailles ster stew, Capt. Albion Palmer, chiei
cook, being ably assisted by Fred S.
and disapproves the Dawes plan. The
Pendleton and Ralph E. Stickney.
time will come, he declares, ‘‘when the Fred E. Leach. Maurice R. Snow
truth will be pounded into the brains Harold J. Glidden, Clarence S. Bev
of millions who thought it a lie during erage and Ernest E. Hagar served as
efficient waiters.
the war.” Who is going to do the
After supper the ball game con
pounding? Germany? She would tinued until darkness ended it, then
certainly try to do it if the Crown all gathered in the cosy cottage,
where the blazing fireplace added its
Prince could be restored to rule.
cheer. Stories, jokes and reminis
cences, including the sea and college
Those who have occasion to drive
days, contributed to an informal
over the Georges River road that good time, with Frank H. Ingraham
runs from Thomaston to Port Clyde ln charge. The cheers were given for
do not cease to compliment the and the Reds reciprocated with
towns upon the well-kept condition preciatioii of the extra fine supper
andthe
Reds
reciprocated
with
of that piece of highway. The road cheers for the Blues, the class teach
Is properly crowned, well surfaced er, Mr. Ingraham, was also honored
with gravel and over It is regularly A vote of thanks was given to the
sent a drag that keeps it in proper Snows for their hospitality, and an
other good time was brought to a
shape. A town that takes such pride close.
in the up-keep of its traveled ways
These officers were elected: Presi
deserves the encomiums of the gen dent. George A. Brewster; vice
president, Fred E. (Leach; secretary
eral public.
William F. Brawn: treasurer, Al
bert A. Gay; auditor, Charles H
It seems a simple enough per Morey: teachers, Frank H. Ingra
formance to address a letter and ham, Clarence S. Beverage and Os
drop it into the postofflce box, with mond A. Palmer. Charles D. Went
the comfortable feeling that lt will worth was cheer leader, Capt. A. E
Wingfield. John Hagar, Hiram Crie
directly arrive at its intended desti and Rodney I. Thompson were the
nation, but the twenty-one million chief speakers and others present
letters that arrived at the dead let were Luke R. Brewster, R. Anson
ter offlce last year teaches us that Crie, Charles II. Morey, Raphael S
Sherman, Leroy Williams, Stephen
we are far from being a careful peo Willis, Rev. B. P. Browne, Jesse T.

A BORROWED JUVENILE

Young Elisha Cook Loaned To The
Brewer Stock Co., By John Golden.
It is not often that New York The
atrical managers will consent to hav
ing their players, *while under con
tract, appear In any offerings but
their own and John Golden, the
Broadway producer Is no exception to
this rule.
When Mr. Brewer, of the
Brewer Stock Co., which comes to
Rockland, under canvas next week,
wanted to engage Elisha Cook for
juvenile roles he was informed by
the Actors’ Equity Association that
young Cook was under contract to
John Golden and his assent must
first be obtained.
Brewer called on Mr. Golden, with
whom he has been personally ac
quainted for years and after consid
erable persuasion finally secured
young Mr. Cook’s release.
“That’s
the way, you fellows always do,” re
marked Golden. "As soon as we find
and develop talent to a point where
it has a commercial value, along you
come and want to hire them. Well,
you can have him for four weeks, but
see that he is back here for rehears
als by Aug. 10 without fail..”
Young Cook, whose home is in
Camden, although but twenty years
of age, has made rapid strides since
taking up stage work.
He has ap
peared almost exclusively under the
John Golden management playing the
leading juvenile roles in "Lightening,"
"Thank U,” " Three Wise Fools," and
last season in “Pigs” to which cast he
returns Aug. 10.
He will have the
juvenile part in "The Did Soak"
which will be the opening bill of the
Brewer Company.

A NEW BROUGHAM

GOOD Hi
JOIN

SSLl

OUR FURNITURE CLUB
We are just starting one of our well
known Furniture Clubs. Terms are
only—

$1.00 Weekly
Select the furniture you want.
wfll be delivered at once

Joy for Housewives! 9 piece $13950
Walnut Finish Dining Suites at..

Sale Sensation! Lovely Velour $11Q AH
Suite of three fine pieces...........

Not for years have you had such a wonderful opportu
nity to completely furnish or refurnish your dining
room! This suite is a number which we purchased by
the carload, which means that the regular price was very
low and that the sale price is nothing short of phenome
nal. Such an opportunity as this will not come again, so
place your order at the earliest possible moment!

This is one of the most astonishing offers we have ever

or

Why not join the club twice
and apply it 6n a

Fords Again Twilight Win
ners—The Forties and Rotarians.
Next Week's Twilight
Monday night—Northern Lights
vs Snipers.
Tuesday night—Warren vs Fords.
Wednesday night—Chisox vs Po
nies.
Thursday night—Central Maine vs
Clark Island.
Saturday afternoon (July Fourth)
—Northern Lights vs Clark Island
and Snipers vs High School Ponies,
at Oakland Park.
All of the above except the Fourth
of July game will be played at Com
munity Park.
• • • •
There will
n lie
up a meeting oi
of me
the manman
agers and captains of the Twilight
League at the Chamber of Commerce
rooms after Monday night's game.

Rogers, p............ 4
Crowley, lb ._... 4
Luscomh, 2b ..... 3
Hallowell, cf ........4
EilU ards,'3b .... 4
Murry, ss............ 2
E. Baum. If........ 3
Shields, rf ......... 3

1 0 0
0 1
1 2 2
8 0
10 0
13
11110
0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2

31 6 5 6 21 7 4
Fords ...................... 1 2 2 3 3 1 1—13
'Clark Island .......... 1 0 1 1 3 0 0— G
Two-base hits. Black 2. McLeod. G.
Baum.
Tl)ree-hase hits, Hallowell
(of the Fords).
Bases on balls, off
McLeod 1, off Rogers 1. Struck out,
by McLeod 6, by Rogers 10. Hit by
:pitcher. Spear. Luscomh.
Empires.
Sullivan and Mealey. Scorers, Winislow and Robinson.
• • » •

MONTREAL
EXCURSION
Via Maine Central Railroad
THROUGH THE

INCOMPARABLE CRAWFORD NOTCH

OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS
FROM

12=00 ROCKLAND
Going Friday, July 3rd, Saturday, July 4th
Returning to Monday, July 6th, Inclusive

On regular trains
For Particulars, Phone

we have ever offered at a price so extremely low! Only
a few of these suites, so place your order at once!

QOQOOOC
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GLENWOOD RANGE

CLUB

ROCKLAND —
MAINE
3DaDDnannannonnDnnnaoDE

Forty Club ? Rotary Club ?
Clubdom had its Inning at Commu
nity ..............
Park yesterday afternoon when
.......
Rotarians met in their
J ?’*'i'°rt*e8
ash.
The game was
> ”rst baseball clas
productive of lots of fun. some fine
1 plays, temporary hostilities and a
• « « *
■ modest contribution to the Fence
The League Standing
Won
Lost P. C. Fund.
The absence of an offlcial scorer
Fords ....................... 2
1
1.00(1
Warren ............
1
0
l.oo'o renders lt impossible to present the
Chisox ..................... 1
0
1.000 I, story in statistical detail, and to this
Ponies ..................... 1
0
l.ooo some of the players will probably
Snipers ...........
0
1
.000 raise no objection? The reserve forces
Northern Lights ..0
1
.000 of both organizations were liberally
Central Maine........ 0
1
.000 requisitioned, but here are the
Clark Island ......... 0
.000 names of the immortals who took part
in most of the combat.
♦ » * *
Rotary Club—Glenn laiwrence, W.
Fords 13, Clark Island 6
O. Fuller, Phil Jones, William A.
So far as fielding Is concerned the Glover, A. C. MeLoon. Walter C. Ladd.
Fords had nothing on the stone cut E. S. Levensaler, James J. O'Hara.
ters last night, hut when it came to M. E. Wotton. A. F. McAlary, Fred
stickwork Henry’s disciples were all Ltnekin nnd Arthur L. Orne.
to the merry.
Black, the captain of
Forty Club—Harry Cohen, Adrlel
the Fords, was in fine fettle, basting Bird, 1 red ( . Black, 7 homas < his- I
out two doubles and two singles in holm. Frank A. Tlrrell, Edward It.
four times at bat.
Hallowell's triple I Veazie, Phil Rosenberg, Charles II.
also helped sound ,the death knell of Berry. I,. B. Cook. Lloyd N. Lawrence,
the Islanders.
While the visitors Arthur Lamb, Alden W. Allen, Ray
have been* outclassed in the two mond Duff, and Horace Lamb.
games played thus far they have a
W. O. Fuller turned time hack 50
team which is bound to show im years when he stepped Into the box,
provement, and one which is made and surprised the present day fans
up of good sports.
The score:
by hurling the ball across with speed
Fords
and accuracy.
He went to the dugah r bh tb po a e out after pitching to one batter,
Copeland, 3b .... 4 2 2 2 0 2 2 by pre-arrangement, and was given
Hallowell, lb .... 5 2 2
4 9 1
0 a hand thut would have exalted any
Johnson, If ....... 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 baseball hero.
Know, ss ............. 4 2 1
1 0 4
2
Phil Jones pitched the balance of
Black, c ............. 4 2 4 6 8 0 1 the game for the Rotarians, and the
Mctx-od, p ......... 4 112 2 10 hero of Hatchet Mountain had
Spear, cf ........... 3 1110 0 0 most of the opposing hatters feed
Simmons, rf ..... 4 3 2
2 2 0 0 ing from his milt before- the game
Kessell, 2b ......... ■
110 1
wus over.
His prime achievement
was the fanning of Principal Mien,
3G 13 14 19 21 9
whose deeds of valor with the stick
Clark Island
have made him the dread of all pitch
ah r bh tb po a
ers.
G. Baum, c......... 4 1 1 2 10 2
The Forty Club (too young to he
I

$

good and the covering is by all odds of the finest quality

This is a very easy way to
own a r.ew Glenwood Range
and not feel the cost.

FURNITURE CO

Glenwood Pipeless Furnace

'

M. C. R. R. TICKET AGENT, ROCKLAND

The design is

unusually graceful, the construction is exceptionally

BURPEE

GLENWOOD FURNACES

IN SPORTING CIRCLES

made in a complete living room suite.

innnnn ru nnnnnnnnnnnn
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Snow-Hudson Co. Inc. Are Now Dis
playing The Latest Super Six.
A new four passenger brougham—
a strikingly handsome car—is an
nounced by the Hudson Motor Car
Co. One of the new cars is now on
display at Hie sales room of the
Snow-Hudson Co., Inc. The new
car is a four-door, close coupled
type, with leather rear quarters.
The general lines are typical of
Hudson construction and design.
The whole effect Is one of strlkln
smartness and style.
“These cars are custom-l.uilt by
one of the oldest and best known
body manufacturers ln the country.”
said George W. Snow. "The con
struction is all-aluminum, and tbe
ple.
Carroll, Kelley B. Crie, George A. details of trimming and fittings are
Judkins, Fred S. Rhodes, George A of the same standard as the Hudson
sedans in the seven-passenger size
That thirty of the forty-eight state Brewster and William C. Grant.
This car will he recognized at once
governors are to be Gov. Brewster s
as one of the handsomest on the
SECONDS THE MOTION
guests next week indicates some Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
streets.
"The outstanding feature however
thing of how definitely the lure of
•I read with a great deal of pleas
Maine extends to every part of the ure the article in your June 23 is is that they are given a quantity
price. Hudson-Essex is now the
country.
And when they get to sue. “An Appreciation.” lt certainly
I does the gentleman credit who' largest six 'cylinder manufacturer in
Camden the visiting statesmen will penned It. You had it coming to! the world, and all its costs and manunderstand tlie reason ot it.
you, and if I were you I would plead ufacturlng expenses are distributed
guilty to every count in thc indict-. over a large volume of business.
Entirely new makes of automobiles' lnent. It provokes me to have some) This fact has made possible the un..
announce themselves. As fellow come along and write what I usual price which Hudson has es-[
continue to am
al,.e.,dv 1 have heen trying to express for 17 tabllshed on this car. With its custhough the numerous makes
. s
jg years, without succeeding.’ tom-built body and and the advanin existence were not equal to the wha( Mj. WaIker n,|gi,t have added tages of the famous Super-Sixi
demands that the public makes up- waSi lhat The Courier-Gazette has chassis this brougham will he one of
since the installation a ‘human’’ side that appeals to Its the finest cars anywhere. It really
on them. Uut sin
I readers near and far. 1 wish you must he seen to be appreciated In its
of the self-starter has
l
. Inany ,nore years of success.
I fineness of details and Its general
any really revolutionary innova’
Boze.
(mpreS8lon of luxury and smart
tion In cars?
1 June 25, 1925.
beauty.”-a(lv.

It

aaoooDBaw

seasoned) used three pitchers—Bird,
His Majesty's ships Wistaria and. Recent appointments by
Gov.
Black and Allen.
Valerian are to visit Bar Harbor Aug. Brewster include John A. Annis StonBatting honors were carried off by- 3-10.
Rockland may get a glimpse ington, and Warren J. Billing.*;, VIFred Black whose home run and oi eniI nalhaven as State humane agents.
triple saved the day for the Forty
Club.
Arthur Orne, who has been
playing a splendid game in the
bleachers these many years found, as
some of his associates did, that the
outfield looks different when you get
into It, and even old reliable Bert
MeLoon. who used to thrill the
■j
crowds with his sensational catches
in center field, found that a pop fly
over second base can he very elusive.
At the end of the stipulated seven
innings the score stood 9 to 9.
The
Forty Club did not score in the 8th
and lt Is an open question whether
the Rotarians did or did not. Glenn
iaiwrence hdd it in his power to de
:^//juLY
cide the contest, hut ln making the
circuit of Itases he lost his hearings
our
lassy
vents
and pranced so far from Buoy No. 3
____ Dor55Darses
that it aroused the ire of the Oslerites. In the bloodless, but not word
less battle which ensued, the game
broke up In confusion and the re
lenty of ction
est orse
sult has been referred to the Hague
Trlbu nal.
James F. Carver and F. A. Winslow
ins at
ewiston
yyre the umpires.
• • • •

W23?

.SPECIAL

INNOVATION
HORSt RACES
41? ^-— AT LEWISTON

SX

F

"K

E

y+flite Dashes '—'Best 5 in 5
A

P

-B

H

L

W

Genera( Admission 50 ?

The game between Camden and
Westbrook will be played at 2.15
standard time this afternoon, in
stead of 3 to accommodate the many
patrons from the daylight saving
districts.
Westbrook is bringing
some strong semi-professional play
ers and Rising will fane a harder test
than hq did with the Hazzards, al
though It is doubtful if Westbrook
has a better pitcher than Davidson,
who was in the box for Gardiner.
• • • •
Babe Ruth, disabled for the first
two months of the American League
season, is laid up again for repairs.
Unable to take his regular position
in right field because of swollen legs
and ankles, he went to the bench for
a week’s rest. (Manager Huggins
said he had permitted Ruth to play
too soon after his discharge from the
hospital. Ruth will travel with the
team, but will merely be a spectator
until he fully recovers.

* ♦ • •

Jimmy Davidson, the Holy Cross
Freshman pitcher, who worked at
Camden last Saturday pitched foi
the Lewiston-Auburn team Wednes
day and held Berlin to three hits
two of which were scratches.
,

* * • «

Don Brennan of Augusta, who was
Georgetown University’s star pitcher
this season has signed up with Lew
iston-Auburn.
There had l>een a
rumor that he was going to the
Majors.
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Celebrate the 4th
BUY YOUR

Fireworks
: : At : :.

^4.

JIM’S CORNER

* * * ♦

The Lewiston and Auburn Driv
ing Club are planning a really oldtime Fourth of July celebration at
the State Fair grounds, with four
classy races with $1200 in purses.
Three-quarter mile dashes, best
three in five.

A/VD A U&WA

DRIVING

A full and complete line of Assort
ments, Fancy Sky Rockets, Roman
Candles and Set Pieces, to take to the
country or seashore.

THE MAINMAST BROKE

CHINESE CRACKERS

i

The three masted schooner Wil
liam Booth, owned by the Booth
Brothers Corporation snapped her
mainmast five miles west of Vine
yard Sound Lightship Thursday find
, was in distress until picked up by a
tug, which towed her to Newport
t Captain Andrew Anderson said that
' only a moderate wind was blowing
and that the wood of tbe “stick” installed three weeks ago was appar
ently faulty.

Miss Emily Pease who has been at
tending St. Mary’s School in Concord,
N. II.. arrives today and will at once
assume charge of the Children’s Play
ground.
Miss Pease is very popular
with the children and efficient in her
work. She telegraphed the other day
■ to Orel E. Davies, president of the
Playground Association asking when
she should report. It is as cheap to
I send 10 words as it is one, but Pres' ident Davies didn't take that into
consideration. He wired one word—
"Now."

SALUTES

RED AND GREEN FIRE

TORPEDOES

SPARKLERS

COME EARLY AND
LEAVE YOUR ORDER

* * *

JIM’S CORNER
352 MAIN STREET
******

ROCKLAND, ME.
**

*******
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
lime 27- (Baseball) Camden w Westbrook,
In Camden.
**
July 2-Thomaston flower show In Congre
gation a vestr.v
July 2—Annul picnic ot Methodist church
at Oakland Park.
July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—Governors at Camden.
July 6—Monthy riieetlng of the City Goretinment
July 6-2.0—Annual field day period of 240th
Coast Artillery at Portland.
July 17—Organ recital by James J. O'Hara
at First Baptist church.
July 20—Maine Publicity delegation, heade<J by Gov. Brewster visits ltockland and Cam
den
<
July 29—State Assessors meet at the Court
House
July 30—Thomaston—Edith Marshall Clark
Company. Methodist church.
.Aug 12—Ladles Baptist Circle (ftockport)
Midsummer Fair
»
Sept 7—Lalbor Day Celebration, Rockland,
Community and School Inipr jveuiout Assoclat'W
‘
Sept 13—Standard Time resumed.
iSept. 14—Referendum vote on Kennebec
Bridge amendment
Sept. 24—Conference of New England Re
publican Womeq, Portland.
Sept 30-Oct. 2—State Convention of W.C.
T.U. In Auburn.
Oct. 1-3- Maine Musical Festival. Bangor.
Oct. 4 7 Maine Musical Festival, Portland.

WITH THE CHURCHES
' The Gospel Mission services Sunday
at 2.3o will he conducted by Howard
,Brown and tlie 7.15 service by Mrs.
I Page of Tenant's Harbor.
At the Congregational church toI morrow morning -Mr. Rounds will]
preach on the subject, "Disposition
and Duty." The Pilgrim Choir will
I sing.
• • • «

^[Through the medium of this notice the mer

chants and business houses of Rockland listed be
low wish to make it known that they will be open

for business the evening of July 3.

Fred C. Lindsey is hiving a fiAnight’s vacation from the Snow Ma
rine Co.’s office with Hugh Snow sub
stituting.

fj The object of the firms is to accommodate the

many local and out-of-town patrons who find it
impossible to do their shopping at any other hour.

will be open for business—

FRIDAY EVENING, JULY 3

Mr. and Mis. James A. Lewis of
Westbrook were guests yesterday of
Mrs. Louisa M. Smith, on thel. way
to Xortli llavtn.

W. I. AYER

The Beaver Gamp Girls, 68 in num
ber, arrived Thursday forenoon, and
were taken to their summer encampment in East Union.
’Twas a
happy bunch.

B. F. SEGAL

Lewiston’s Fourth of July attrac
tion will be four classy racing events
at the State Fair track In that city.
They will be % mile dashes with
plenty of action.

Cross word puzzles have not alto
gether lo.ft their popularity with the I
traveling fraternity.
In any hotel
or any trains the Knights of the Grip
thus continue to amuse themselves.
Drs. A. W. Foss, Nell A. Fogg and
C. Harold Jameson attended the an
nual meeting of the tMaine Medical
Society in Bar Harbor this week. Dr.
Jameson read a paper which was re
ceived with much favorable comment.

Cecil Benson leaves the middle of
next week for Fort Adams, Newport,
R. I., where he will attend the Citi
zens' Military Training Camp. Hav
ing alraady had one season’s experi
ence with the C. M. T. C., he may be
classed as a veteran.
It. G. Ingraham, the veteran band
master. marched with the Rockland
band in the St. John’s Day parade
at Bangor, and proved that he is a
good pedestrian, as well as musician
by keeping step with the youngsters
over the entire rodte.
Wonder if
there were any other 81-year-old mu
sicians in that parade?

Dr. H. V. Tweedie has received
from his sister a copy of the Japan
Advertiser, printed in Tokyo, giving
an account of a violent earthquake in
the Kwansai district May 23 killing
hundreds and destroying three vil
lages.
About 10,000 were made
homeless.
There was no damage tn
the population centers.
The Adver
tiser is printed in English and claims
to have the largest paid circulation of
all the foreign dailies published in
the Far East.

and patrons availed themselves of
the opportunity to see the handsome
plant. Miss Glarys Grant presided
over the punch bowl and Miss La
vinia M. Derfnott served.
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

Owing to the th-st day of our Sale
being so storm* we will give our
customers the benefit of one more
day and continue the sale Monday.
June 29.
Mail orders will be filled
all day Monday.
E. B. Hastings & Co.
The
Klansman
who
shrinks from self-denial
pushes the cup of true
Americanism from hit
lips.

Ku Klux Kian.

APEX

CHOCOLATES
1 POUND PACKAGES

$1.00 Value for

60 CENTS
FRIDAY
and SATURDAY

WEYMOUTH’S
1C2 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

STRAW HATS
CLEANED
Made as Good as New

MM
FELT HATS and CAPS
CLEANED

PANAMAS BLOCKED

PHILIP SUUDES
POOL ROOM
Across from Strand Thea(re

75-tf

First church of Christ. Scientist,]
Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon. "Christian ]
1 Science.” Sunday school at 12. The
| reading room is located ln the new
Bicknell block and Is open every
| week day from 2 to 5 p. m.
»
Episcopal notices: Sunday, at St.
| Peter's—Holy communion at 7.30.
| morning prayer and sermon at 10.30;
evening prayer and sermon at Thom
aston at 7.30. Monday, St. Peter's
| day, holy communion at 7.30. St. Pe1 ter’s Guild meets at the rectory
Thursday at 2 p. m
The, Girl’s
| Friendly and choir will he held Fri| day evening.
• • • •

They Will Shock You!
And that is no exaggeration.
leg Tables.

GUARANTEE CLOTHING CO.
BURPEE & LAMB

CUTLER-COOK CO.

Reference is had to the prices on our new Gate-

We have a big shipment bought at an unheard of price and we

can sell them at a figure so low that it will actually shock you.

THINK OF THISI
Genuine Mahogany Top, Handsomely Turned Legs, Heavy, Per

’16.00

manent Construction, measure 48x36 inches.............

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
One of Albert R. Havener’s new ]
houses on Broadway is nearly ready
for the plasterers. The foundation
is in for the second and when com - ;
pleted will make a handsome addl- ]
tion. They are located at the corner
of Rankin street.

Tel. 713.

ROCKLAND

283 MAIN STREET.
j

Rev. C., A. Knickerbocker will I
The Children’s Playground will i
I preach at 10.30 at the Universalist
church tomorrow, topic, "Christian open officially Monday, though as a ]
| Disobedience." Sunday school meets matter of fact it has been functioning
| st 12 o’clock: kindergarten during | for several weeks already.
Miss
I church service; junior Y. P. C. U. at Emily Pease, play director, will lie
I o’clock, nnd senior Y. P. C. U. at 6 ] on liand and the youngsters will be
right glad to see her. There will he ]
o’clock. The music includes the an
I them, "I Will Lov» Thee. O Lord.” | some special observance of the forKrems, and the duet, "Lead Kindly mal opening with every youngster1
Light,” Mrs. Veazie and Mrs. Mor- equipped with individual flag favors,: ■
etc
|gan.

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

The formal opening of Crescent
Chauncey Stuart will occupy the
I pulpit al Littlefield Memorial church Bcacli Inn under new management
Sunday morning at 10.30. His sub- takes place tonight with dinner and
W. H. SPEAR
lect will be “Christ." The choir will dancing. The fact tiiat some invi
sing an anthem, "My Jesus, I Love tations have been issued led to the
Thee," and Mrs. C. R. Dorman and erroneous impression that the open
BOSTON SHOE STORE
Miss Grace Dorman will render a vo ing is an “invited" or private affair.
cal duet. Bible school meets at noon Such is not the case, however. The
V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
and the lesson Is a review of the general public is invited. Phone for
| quarter. Chauncey Stuart will con table reservations.
duct the C. E. service at 6.15, topic,
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Rockland visitors in Schenectady,
I "My Answer To tlie Missionary Challenge." Evening service is at 7.15 N. T„ always feel a thrill of pride and
KNOWLTON’S MARKET
and will be a social service. The I °'d home-town spirit when they see
music will include a selection by thel ^e handsome little Copper Ixett e
church orchestra and vocal duet by I store on State street. It Is an artist c
Misses Jacobs and De Cost.
| creation rather than a shop, yet 1 s
the outlet for an extensive business
At the First Baptist church the I conducted by a former Rockland
pastor will speak at the 10.30 service I Klrl. Mrs- Cora Harraden. The upof morning worship on “DangerousI Per Kettle candles are made rom
Days." The choir will sing "Let the M™. Harraden’s own recipes and have
Earth Be Glad." In the evening at a very wille circulation in this coun7.30 the pastor preaches on “Turning I trJ’ as weU as supplying tie grea
The
Points in a Man’s Life.” The choir | Princess Hotel In Bermuda.
sings "In Heavenly Love Abiding." bv chocolates may now be obtained at
Bernby. Misses Muriel and Evelyn | Rocltland's own c°PP«r Ke,tle’ r°Bt‘
I Hooper will render a duet and a spe-1 °*^ce square,
cia! quartet will sing "Turn Ye, O
Golden Rod Chapter had lots of
Turn Ye," by Sullivan. Sunday school
convenes at 12 noon. Christian En- company last night to wit, 110 guests
The annual picnic of St. Peter's
Writing' from 7 Agassiz avenue,
Mrs. Clarence Wyllie left for Bos- , ,
.
, „
,
from Lake View Chapter of Jeffer
.
, o-i. stay deavor
at 6.30, Joseph
Thursday for an indefinite
.
. meets
,
. 1 W. RobWaverly, Mass., Mrs. Alice Strong Episcopal parish and Sunday School ton
inson leader. On Tuesday evening at ] son, Orient Chapter of Union and Wiwill
lie
held
Monday
at
Oakland
Park
says: "An Appreciation, printed in
and will be the guest of her cousin.
wurna Chapter of Waldoboro.
The
7.30 the covenant prayer meeting will
Picnickers are Mrs. William Ulmer.
While tlicr t
The Courier-Gazette of June 23, will beginning at 11.30.
very nice supper served under the di
he
held.
The
church
vacation
school
she was accompanied by her nephew
be read with pleasure by tijjiny who asked to take lunch and dishes.
rection of Mrs. Annie Collamore, Mrs.
who enters Deaconess Hospital for for children continues throughout Hattie Davies, Mrs. Editli Tweedie
have entertained for tlie paper ex
this week.
actly the opinions expressed by Mr.
and Mrs. Nellie Hall proved the oft
The single sale case against Louis treatment.
*
Walker."
repeated assertion that Golden Rod
Foisey of Caniden was completed in
The housewarming of the Crie Gift |_ At?he Prat‘
» E. church Chapter is equal to any occasion.
Recorder Butler’s court Thursday
Shop
turned
out
happily
in
spite
of
8un
,^
y
n
’
°7
‘
ng
;
‘
’
®
wiI1
8
P
aak
Until the Maine Central steamers go and resulted in Ills Conviction.
lie
•
I Pin ••Tim Qlllt'it Zxf 1776! ” Tho nc.nSnol The degress were conferred upon
into commission passengers for Dark was lined $300 and costs, and sen Thursday's downpour. .Many friends an "The Spirit of 1776." The musical Miss Adelaide Trafton, Mr. and Mrs.
program
will
include
"Prelude
Harbor are crossing from Camden in tenced to three months in jail.
friends and patrons availed them-...
„
.
,,
, ....
, „ Mili- E. C. Boody and Sir. and Mrs. Harold
, „
,
I tai re, RockwelL and Hero s March,
motor boats. There were 22 passen
selves of the opportunity to see the),.__ ..... L_
.
__
. B. Burgess. Tlie entertainment pro
Mendelssohn,
offertory,
"Onward
gers on Thursday’s New York train.
A company of Boy Scouts of handsome plant. Miss Gladys Grant Christian Soldiers," Whiting, and gram consisted of reading by Miss
Pearl Borgerson and Mrs. Grace Rol
Much praise, by the way, is being be Troop No. 1. First Baptist church, presided over the punch bowl and
‘Military Postlude," Burt. Also by lins, and vocal solos by Miss Elsa
stowed upon Camden’s fine public spent the weekend at Crtehaven, as Miss Lavinia II. Dermott served.
the
choir,
"America,
’
’
violin
solo,
La
landing.
Hayden. This was the last meeting
the guests of Mr. und Mrs. Fred
The
The summer schedule of the Priere, by Miss Myra Lineken, and before the summer vacation.
Rhodes. They were under the direc
the
male
quartet
will
sing
"Remember
next sesslon w,„ be ln September.
"The
Mae
Edwards
Players," tion of Scoutmaster Albert D. Mills Maine Central Railroad goes into ef
Me,
Kinkel.
In
the
evening
service
1
booked for Park Theatre the week accompanied by Mrs. Mills and three feet next Monday, when passenger
D of
The ______
annual _______
election of _____
officers
of the 6tli will present six classy sons, Douglas, Albert and Joseph trains will leave Rockland thus: No. which begins at 7.15 the subject of
sermon wi'* he "The Ministry of I the Rockland Communfty Chest Asvaudeville numbers and cabaret All had a very enjoyable trip.
74 at 7.40 a. m.; No. 76 at 10.25 a.
novelties
along
with Broadway
m.; No. 78 at 1.30 p. m and No. 80 Healing. The music will include the sociation which must follow the meetplays. The Mae Edwards Novelty
at 5.25 p. m. Trains will arrive ln preludes, The Son of God Goes Forth |ng of the incorporators, was held
The feature picture at the Park this order; No. 53 at 9.35 a. m.; No To War," Whiting, and “Victory Thursday night with this result
Orhestra will offer the musical
today is "Welcome Home" with Lois 55 at 11.40 a. m.; No. 57 at 3.35 p. m i larch. Mallard, offertory, “O (Ye President, W. O. Fuller; vice presitreat of thd season.
Abt. and postlude, "Com-|<]ent, W. S. Rounds; secretary, Miss
Wilson nnd Warner Baxter, and and No. 59 at 8.10 p. in. On Sunday Tears,
The Sunday School of thc First there-is an added feature. “Playing there will he a train in at 9.35 a. m. memoration March,’ Grey. The tin-| Lenore Benner; treasurer, Charles A
a. There
x uric | L,!1?. d’11 be "A T'hou«an<l Shall | Emery. The retiring president, Alvra
Baptist church was In possession of With Souls." The pictures for next and a train out at 5.25 p. m.
,“nd M“st«r Richard w. Gregory, has the satisfaction of
Oakland Park yesterday afternoon week are: Monday and Tuesday, will be no 5.25 train out Saturday
Inin
8 ng a 80 °* The music looking back over an exceedingly
with a goodly number of elders ln “The Spaniard." with Ricardo Cor afternoons and no 9.35 train
In Mon-I
Mon , ,.erSon W
,ecte<* b.y Miss Bertha McIntosh, happy and successful year and the
addition.
Special cars, transported tez; Wednesday and Thursday "The day forenoons. This Is practically I
French Girl."with Mary
the schedule of last year and same *
Clark or- new officers face the coming camthe noisy youngsters up and carried Little
Mr""TL t
2 paign and adminlstration "ith conflsupplies for the line dinner served Brian: Friday and Saturday, “Rec Pullman service. The steamer
ITovost and aquid on her trip to Dark Harboi * th ar sea for aI1’ EP'VOI’lh League dence due to the fact that the camunder the trees.
Axel E. Brunberg ompense." with Marie
Monte
Blue.
Robert
Keable
’
s
de

and
Castine,
will
make
a
stop
’
n
|
’
^'
n
,
7
»„®
r
meetin
S
Tuesday
paign problems will full upon the
was In charge of the afternoon
lightful and daring sequel to “Simon Harborsld*
'
Icve ■ ng at 7-3B| shoulders of a special group headed
sports.
Called Peter”; and
"Women and
by George B. Wood, honorary camGold” with Frank Mayo,
; u' '*aveno1’ Cossena will preach at [paign chairman, and Walter S.
The divisional headquarters of the
the
(
liestnut
Baptist
church,
Camden,
Rounds,
acting campaign chairman.
SALE
Salvation Army at Portland, an
| tomorrow morning.
Buck Jones in "The Trail Rider" is
nounces that Adjutant Mink Arnold,
Four Non-Sinkable Boats, whale
, _ It is against the Federal Igtws
who was formerly a Salvation Army the feature at the Empire today.
boat model, 20 feet lonq by 6 feet
;Ten Nights In a Barroom,’’ pre- gBgof the U. «. for those who are
officer stationed at Bangoi-. is no There is also the 7th chapter ol
wide. All hardware copper and
sented by the Reno Road Company,
■ in the active stages of infect!longer connected with the Salvation "The Great Circus Mystery." Mon bronze. Equipment includes masts,
pleased a large audience at the Strand ous diseases to travel from one utate
Army.
The Army hears that he in day and Tuesday, "The Roughneck"
spars, sails, sail covers, awnings
Theatre last night. The play whlcn to another. Students in schools and
tends to start a work of some other with George O'Brien, Billie Dove and
and poles. Boats and eouipment
s In four acts was well acted hy a colleges are responsible for much illorganization In this State, and to Harry Morey; also the 8th chapter
new. Built at Portsmouth Navy
tapable cast and staged with specialLess of this nature
of "Idaho:" Wednesday and Thurs
put out men soliciting funds.
Yard and oan be seen at the
by. ,.‘,he com,,,any’
Rockland Red cross.
day, House Peters in "Headwins'
cove, opposite our office.
Bar
Some excellent specialties were intro- 1
The general public is Invited to and “The Tomboy" with Mary De
gain pries for the lot. Would
duced during the performance, elitr.i
Temple Hall next Tuesday evening vore and Herbert Rawlinson; Fri make good life boats or vessel's
1885
bating waits between the acts. “Ten
1925
when the graduation takes place of day and Saturday, a great thriller—
Nights In a Barroom" is one of lhe
yawls.
the nurses from the training school —Jack Hoxie in "Flying Hoofs;" also
oldest and best plays ever written and gSfrforR
GEORGE M. SIMMONS
of Knox .Hospital.
These exercises tlie 8th chapter of "The Great Cir
Judging from the hearty Ajiplause ex
Gsrage, Tillson Ave.
Tel. 4-W
will be followed hy dancing, to the cus Mystery."
tended to it last night, will he con
75-30
best of orchestral music, in which ill
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
tinually presented to the public f
will participate. There iswu admis
The W. C. T. U. picnic at Benner
many years to come. It is wholesome
WALDOBORO, ME.
sion charge.
The invitations issued Hill chapel Wednesday was a very
and entertaining, teaches a great
by the directors were merely:, formal happy getting together. It was a
moral lesson to the liquor quesilon, >
xaom
to the incorporators of the hospital, day when the mountains and hills
which is perhaps the secret of its
„
„ ,
,
,7
„
, „
the invitation to the public being en
w»nrini-r,
,
I
rps
,,
Hawes
—
Union,
lone
18, lo Mr and Mrs.
were breaking forth Into singing nnd
wondei ful success. The company will I Hubert Hawes, a son Howard Kirov
tirely Informal in character. ( It is
the trees of tlie field were clapping
give afternoon and evening perform
Knight--Rockland, June 20, to Mr. and
the desire of the dl’-eotors that a large
Mrs. Fred Knight, a son—'Horatio W.
tlieir hands. Not only was the Joy
ances today at popular prices
body of citizens honor the occasion
and peace of Nature restful, but
My Summer Flowering Plante
with their presence.
DIED
Selwyn Kershaw, who has been I „ .
„
,
most refreshing was the hearty hos
are ready now. Here is a list of
no P.mm, ii.e.ii „
Backer—Providence, ft. I., June 19, Frank
pitality of tlie friends at Benner
d
*
Herald
correspon-l
j,
sacker.
aged
56
years,
9 months, 3 days,
my plants: Asters, Pansies, Cos
Rotary luncheon yesterday was
Hill in its assurance that the old
dent In this city since last fall, left! Day—Boston, June 21, Btta, widow of
mos, Verbenas, Zinnias, Bachelor
marked by a highly Interesting story
time New England sincerity is still
this morning for Worcester, Muss. Ar,l,ur
formerly or Rockland, aged 50
Buttons, Mignonette, Salvia, Sea
ot the recent Rotary international
leavening society. Nor was evidence
where he will have the State editor’s ''*nllki» Bmklind, June 26. Frank W Col
bides, Mixed Stocks, Sweet Peat
convention held in Cleveland, told by
desk tn the offlce of the Evening Ga-I fins, ageil 7(1 years. Funeral Holiday at 2
Homer 15, Robinson, who attended as of honest labor absent. Such an
(mixed),
Nicotiana,
Gladiolus
zette, with hours which ^are more | *' Duck from late residence.
abundance of cookies, cukes, dough
the Rockiand Club's offlcial delegate.
(mixed), French Marigolds, Snap
nuts. butter and cream. For the
congenial. In his honor there was a
c*BB OF THAAiks
Mr. Robinson's comprehensive nar
dragon, Blue Lace Flower, Dahlia
time one forgot the prohibitive
dinner party at Wessesskeag Inn
We wish to thank our neighbors and frlcnda
rative was listened to with keen at
Bulba (mixed colors), Dwarf Red
last night, With the following at the (for their klndnesa and sympathy during our
Nasturtiums, Dwarf Mixed Naa
tention. leaving ln tlie minds of his price of cream. Loath were the
i« and father; also for
tables:
Selwyn Kershaw, J. H. recent Ions of husbanC
listeners the conviction that they had Rockland friends to leave all the turtiume, Salipiglossis.
the beautiful floral offoringa.
beauty and the good people, but the
Montgomery, president of the Knox
Mrs. L. O. Hanley, Mr. aud Mrs. Carl K.
made no mistake in the selection of
Here ie a list of my Vegetable
Bar Association; Judge Frank B. Know.
their representative to that memor day ended as all must, yet Its mem
Plante:
Cabbage, Cauliflower,
Miller, Frank IL Ingraham. Rev. B. (South Thomaston.
able gathering.
Another club mem ory lingers.
Sage, Beet, Cucumber, Tomato,
P. Browne, Dr. H. W. Frohock. Wil
ber, George L. St. Clair, who,wus also
Celery, Parsley, Icehurg Lettece
bur Frohock (who succeeds Mr.
present at the convention. a&ded some
Kershaw), Louis C. Walker, May
brief memoranda to the first speak
The Seedlings I have are raised
nard Marston, Ralph B. Loring and
er’s report.
Visiting Romrlan at
from the beet seed and are well
F. A. Winslow. The Forty Club song(
hardened.
tlie luncii were Frank Bessee of Wa
Cabbage, Cauliflower and
hooks were brought out after din
terville, Harry Jackson of Lebanon,
I also have Sheep Manure, Bone
ner, and. with Mrs. Mildred Elwell
N. H„ L. M. Chandler, Dr. Archi •
Tomatoes
Meal and Window Boxes, and all
at the piano there was an hour ol
R. W. DAVIS & SONS
Green and Frank Morrow ofc, Camden
kindg ef Hardy Plante.
song, with no resulting complaints
: : Dealers in : :
Rotary: uni other guests wWre A. B.
Greens
from the neighbors. Mr. Kershaw]
Day of Boston and Fred A. Black.
I would like to have you come
Milk,
Cream
looks back upon his final night in
Beets and Spinach and
and see my Plants.
A letter was read from Miss
Rockland with a great deal of pleas
and Skim Milk
Hilda M. ( George
of
Thomas
Iceberg Lettuce
ure which Is certainly shared by
ton, who spoke nt las.t, week's
WHOLESALE and RETAIL
EDWIN A. DEAN
those who were participants, and
luncheon, Acknowledging receipt of a
EDWIN A. DEAN
HIGHLANDS, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 691-4
who are joined by hosts of other
bouquet and expressing the pleasure
tel.
321-5
(Heed
of
Cedar
St.)
ROCKLAND
HIGHLANDS,
.friends In wishing hiip the best of Thomaston St., ROCKLAND, ME.
It had given her to take part In the
65’77
65-S-78
77-79
Tel 321-5
success ln his different field of labor
meeting.

HAVE YOU TRIED

YE COPPER KEHLE CANDY?
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
It is made by a former Rockland girl, Mrs. Cora Isabell Harraden
in her own candy kitchen at Schenectady, N. Y.
Sold Only By

THE COPPER KETTLE
POSTOFFICE SQUARE, ROCKLAND

L. E. BLACKINGTON

FOR

6 Volt. 13 Plate
Rubber Case

$14.50
Exchange Price

THIS IS A GENUINE WILLARD BATTERY

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632-4 Main Street

Tel. 466-W

Rockland

’ WILLARD SERVICE STATION

Cool and Comfortable
Because they are genuine
turn lace shoes made from
lustrous black kidskin, a
soft pliable leather that
allows the feet to breathe.
“Constant Comforts” are
particularly
appropriate
for warm weather wear.
They are more
STYLISH. .

than

comfortable—THEY

ARE

The pump illustrated presents an airy graceful appear
ance and is available in kid and patent leathers at $5.00.

Sold by—

ROCKLAND RUBBER CO.
440 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

A BEDROOM BARGAIN

evexy grave.

PLANT LOVERS,
ATTENTION!

PLANTS

—ALSO-

Services in the Saints’ room. 471
I Main street, Sunday, are as follows:
Sunday school at 19.30 a. m. and]
evening service at 7.S0. Wednesday
[evening the regular prayer service is
lot 7.30 and Thursday afternoon the
] Bible class meets at 2.30.
« » » •
I Cedar and Brewster streets.

So, as a matter of public convenience these houses
W. B. Coombs of J-ortland is visltiilg his former home in thiR city todhy.

Page Three

TWIN-WILLOW
FARM

In our south middle window is displayed a beauti
ful Bedroom Suite in French Walnut, similar to
this cut.

This handsome set consists of Bow End Bed, Full
Vanity, Bureau, Chair, Rocker, and Bench in tiie
famous French Walnut of best construction. This
will constitute our usual special and will he sold
accordingly. Drop in today or next week and dis
cover the surprisingly low price.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main St.

ROCKLAND

Tel. 745J

FREE DELIVERY. PROMPT SERVICE. MAIL ORDERS FILLED

Page Four

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

(©. 1*21, Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—That which calm*
7—Brava woman
11—To fish by drawing hook through
water
14—Sour substances
16— Preposition denoting location
17— Departed
11—Cargo vaaea
1*—Jumbled type
>0—Knowledge
Boy
73— 8mall towing boat
14—Cereal
16— Poetic for "aufflclent"
17— Mild expletive
19—Low range of voloe
10—American beauty
• 1—Kind of heavy .paper
14—To conalder
16— Makea a violent, audible expira
tion of breath through note
17— To acore again
19—Otherwise
40—Note of eeale
41—Gum realn need ae yellow pig
ment
46—Window over a door
61—Medley
61—Entrance
64—Olfactory organ
•6—Preacrlbed regulation ot food
86—Extremity of foot
67— Kind of yellow cheeae
68— Lair
68—Distant
61—Observe
•4—Number of years
•6—Printing measure
6*—8heet cf glass
•7—Condiment
68—Same aa <6 horizontal
70— Chocolate drink
71— Brilliance
73—Sagacious
74— Hair wash

ll

1—A

religious sect
known aa
Friends
1—Impersonal pronoun
8—Unit of work
4—Implement
6—One of bonea ot forearm
6— Large hammers
7— Haughtiness
8— Pale tan
8—Circlet
10— Alleged force or natural power
said to produce hypnotism (pL)
11— Exists
13—Synopsis
It—To cut for Insertion Into a mor
tise
19—Father
>1—Smelling organ
2*—Butter substitute
20—Tiny
28— Raised railway (abbr.)
29— Aid-de-camp (abbr.)
81—Edge
32—Lighthearted
30— Animal garden
88—Body of water
41— Female deity
42— Foreign
42—Manner
44— Botany (abbr.)
45— To Implore
46—Hair (poet.)
47— Point of compass
48— Fountain beverage
49— Kind of melon
60—A souvenir
63—Preposition
59— Countenance
60— Later
62—Every
68—Girl’s name
40—Hawaiian food
68—Artist’s hat
70—Compare (abbr.)
72—Township (abbr.)

Solution will appear In next Issue,

SOUTH THOMASTON

ST. GEORGE

W. S. Day of Rockland moved his
household goods and family Into the
northern tenement In the Green house
Wednesday.
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., arrived from
Durham, N. H„ Monday to spend the
summer vacation with his parents
here.
J. P. Spalding was critically ill
Wednesday and Thursday from an
attack of acute indigestion.
Later developments of J. P. Nor
ton's Illness brought out a full fledged
case of measles. Mr. Norton is much
better at this writing.
Miss Mabel
Rowell is staying with Mr. and Mrs.
Norton for a while.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stahl of Ohio
and Ralph Gilman from New York
were guests of Mrs. Lizette Rollins
Tuesday and late- the whole party
was dinner guest) at the Wtessaweskeag Inn.
An especially enjoyable evening
was spent Wednesday by the Wess.iweskeag Grange when it entertatneil
Pleasant Valley Grange.
The de
gree team of that Grange instructed
in the 3d and 4th degrees Mr. and
Mrs. William Knowlton.
The work
was exemplified In a beautiful an 1
effective manner with Deputy State
Master O. E. Gardner as master, ablysupported by the other officers from
his grange; 81 members attended.
There were also visitors from the
Camden Grange.
Miss Helen Lester remained at her
home here after the rest of the family
returned to Portland Sunday and
plans to stay until after July 4.
A. F. Sleeper attended the seventyfifth observance of fit. John’s Com
mandery at Bangor Wednesday as a
member of the Rockland Band and
C. L. Sleeper attended as a member
of the Commfandery
State Road Patrolman Sleeper had
Allard's and Grierson’s Ford trucks
resurfacing a section of the road on
Elm street Monday.
The following program will be pre
sented at the chapel Sunday night in
observance of "Children's Day.” The
concert will begin at 7 o’clock sharp
daylight saving time.

Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas are
home for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Mann and Mrs,
Annie Burton of Spruce Head were
callers at J. A. Gilchrest’s Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Caddy enter
tained at dinner Sunday their grand
sons Willis and Adrian Kinney and
friends Misses Arlene Newbert and
Alvaretta Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson of
Peabody. Mass., were in town, called
by the death of his brother Chester.
Mrs. Ella Robinson is at Burkett
ville, guest of her son Wilfred.
J. A. Gilchrest- has gone to Spruce
Head on a fishing trip, guest of W.
L. Williamson.
Mrs. Alfred Hocking and son Darold were recent visitors at Wallston.
Miss Marianne Gilchrest has opened
a wayside store in connection with
her flower stand. Candy, ice cream,
Granite Rock beverages and cigars
are on sale. She reports business
good.
Capt. James Thomas is very ill at
this writing.
Miss Jeannette Robinson is in Au
burn visiting her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Kinney.
Mrs. Harry Lowell and family of
Port Clyde were recent callers of her
father, D. A. Hathorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley were
Sunday visitors at James Riley’s.

Sone—The Day We Lore........ Sunday School
Choir—Mighty Array of the Young
Recitation—A Speaker Boy .. Gordon Crowley
ARecItatloli—Pansy Faces .............. Alice Baum
r Recitation—Jesus Lores Me .... Sylvia Tyler
' Dialogue—Wild Flowers ..................................
'Mary Sleeper Ethel Holbrook Ruth Huston
i Vocal Solo................................. Virginia Brown
■Recitation—When Jesus Was a Little Boy
a .......................................... Parker Jackson
^cititttdb—Welcome ........ Fred Luscomhe Jr.
OTrltatlon—Childhood .............. Carlene Snow
Recitation—Suppose . ...
Virginia Brown
Vocal Solo—Will You Ask Him to Lire
With You ........................... Isabel Jacks jn
Selection by the Choir
Dialogue—God’s Way
Mildred Grares Marion Watts Myrtle Har'ow
Recitation—Progression ..........Celia Crowl-.y
Recitation—The Sunday School Trail
..............
....................... Stanton Sleeper
Yocal Solo ......................... Miss Marla Browne
Recitation—The lto.se and I .. Vlnnit Grares
Dialogue—The Builders
Donald Creighton. Percy Young, Jonathan
Grares. Edward Allen. George Harlow
Re'-itatlon—What We Keep .. Bererly Jackson
Exercises-—Jesus' Lore for Children
Ralph Tyler, Marjorie Sleeper. Elizabeth Till,
Charles Watts. Jr.
Recitation- His Counsel to Us Edward Wiggin
Trlmary Pledge
Cholr-Our Parting Song

Annual field day for all public
schools of Dayton, Ohio, lias been
abandoned.
Instead, Held meets will
be held at the several schools. Boys
and girls of the sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades will participate In
group and individual events, and but
tons, medals, and cups will be award
ed.

Thousands of Mothers
»> Know its Value.
The Family *Medlclne

forCoughs, Colds, Colic
Cuts,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 27, 1925

Scalds, . Burns,

__ ______ I Chilblains, Insect Bites
rnssnd bv4bs Noawit Mioicim Co.. Norway. Me.

YOU* MONBY RBFUNDED,

VINALHAVEN

WALDOBORO

Tomorrow Is Anniversary Sunday at
Union churoh. Sunday sohool at
10.15 a. m.; morning service at 11.30
a. in., with anthem by the choir; duet
by Mrs. Margaret Henderson and
Miss Blanche Hamilton. Reading of
church’s history and sermon by the
pastor, “When the Past Speaks To
the Present.” Special evening serv
ice of music interspersed with mes
sages from former and visiting pas
tors.
About 35 Sir Knights of D? Valois
Commandery, K. T., left Tuesday at
10 a. m. on Steamer Castine for their
pilgrimage to Bangor where they
were guests of St. John’s Command
ery in the observance of St. John’s
Pay. The parade of 24 Commanderies
and 20 bands—over 4000—w’as un
doubtedly the largest gathering of
Sir Knights of Maine ever known.
They were royally entertained and
returned Thursday, pronouncing it
one of the best ever.
Mrs. Frank Jones and son Frederick
left Thursday for their cottage at
Northport. They were accompanied
by Mrs. Leslie Smith.
The following party were at Craenthirst Sunday: Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Haskell, and Mr. and Mrs.
Ezra Conway and little daughter
Dorothy.
Mrs. Fritz Schoog entertained the
.’ariety Club at her home Tuesday
evening.
Miss Carrie Pendleton of Brookline.
Mass., is at Rock Cottage for the
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Libby and
daughter Alice left Wednesday for
Brookline. Mass.
Miss Rebecca Calderwood was in
Rockland Tuesday to meet her friend
Mrs. Anderson of New Kensington.
Pa., who is a guest at Mrs. Mary L.
Arey’s.
Mrs. H. W. Flfleld. Mrs. L. R. Smith
and Mrs. F. M. White returned Thurs
day from Deer Isle, where they were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Haskell. They
also enjoyed a motor ride to Bangor
Wednesday and witnessed the big
Knights Templar parade.
The Occident Club met this week
with Mrs. Fred Brown.
Mrs. Winnifred Lawry Simmons,
daughter Margaret Simmons and Miss
Dorothy Felt, who have been at Camp
Aloysca, -Shore Acres, have returned
to Rockland.
Lona Ingerson has returned from
Watertown, Mass., and will spend the
summer vacation with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Ingerson.
Miss Pauline Hennigar and her
Sunday school class held a picnic at
Smith’s Point Tuesday.
Mrs. A. U. Patterson returned
Tuesday from Rockland.
Mrs. Langtry Smith entertained
friends Monday evening, in honor of
her birthday. About 35 guests were
present and the evening was pleas
antly spent with games and music.
Especial mention should be made of
the Male Quartet. The hostess was
the recipient of several beautiful
gifts. Refreshments were served.
Lelia E. Gray, widow of Harry L.
Gray, died suddenly at her home
Sunday, June 21.
She was the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Smith and was born in Vlnalhaven
64 years ago. She is survived by one
son, Homer Gray, with whom she
has made her home the past few
years. She is also survived by one
sister, Mrs. Betsy Calderwood of this
town, and one brother. Joseph Smith
of East Walpole, Mass. Mrs. Gray
was a devoted mother and will be
greatly missed in her immediate
family. She £lso leaves many neigh
hors and friends to mourn her loss.
Funeral services were held at the
home Wednesday afternoon at 2
o’clock. Rev. Albert G. Henderson,
pastor of Union church officiating.
There were many beautiful floral
offerings and interment was made in
the family lot at Carver’s cemetery.
• • • •

Mr. anil Mrs. Ralph Brown of Ma
chias arc guests of Mr. and Mrs. S.
R. Brown.
Mrs. Flora Colhy of Gardiner has
been the guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Eugley.
Mrs. Florence M. Knowles of Chel
sea, Mass., spent the weekend with
Mrs. Jessie Achorn.
Mrs. Medora Perry is visiting rela
tives In Rockland.
Arthur T. Brown of Peabody,
Mass., has been at Mrs. V. V. Thomp
son's.
Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz, Everett
Waltz and Miss Mildred Waltz have
returned to Quincy, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. George Genthner have
returned from Boston.
Edwin F. Storer has returned to
Brockton, Mass.
Miss Alice Newbert, who has re
turned from Gorham, has been a
guest at J. B. Welt’s.
Mr. and Mrs. 1. G. Reed and Miss
Bessie Reed were in Portland last
week.
' Capt. Millard Wade has been In
Boston this week.
Mrs. May Creamer of Cambridge
has been visiting friends in town.
Mrs. Jessie Achorn spent Wednes
day- In Thomaston and Rockland.
Harold Gonzales has been a guest
at Mrs. I. p. Bailey's.
Mrs. Oral Ludwig has returned
from the Knox Hospital. Rockland,
where she has been for treatment,
Thomas B. Brown and Thomas
Brown, Jr., of Hartford. Conn., have
been at the Brown homestead a few
days before going tg Harbor Island
, where they will spend the summer.
Harvey Ix>vell went to New Hamp
shire Monday where he will teach in
a boys’ camp.
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss
Grace A. Yorke were in Augusta
last week.
Mrs. Grace K. Perry has returned
from .Massachusetts. ,
Miss Elva Black ls at home from
I Gorham for the summer.
8. R. Brown and Ralph Brown were
in Wiscasset Saturday.
Mrs. Rosetta Packard has been vis
iting her brother, Llewellyn Mank, In
Warren.
Rev. E. L. Sampson of Jefferson
will occupy the pulpit of the Baptist
church tomorrow morning.
Rev.
Guy McQuaidee will preach the Ma! sonic sermon in Jefferspn in the
morning.
In the evening his dis
course will be on “The Danger of
Delay" at the local church.
A bap
tism will follow the service.
Prof. Allan R. Benner of Andover,
Mass., is the guest of his mother, Mrs.
Sarah C. Benner.
Mrs. Lizzie Rises of Hallowell has
been the guest of relatives in town.
Mrs. Sara Weber and Mr. and Mrs.
LeRoy of Philadelphia were In town
Tuesday enroute to their summer
homes on Cow Island.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Monaghan ol
Watertown, Mass, are guests of their
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Mona
ghan.
'
Claude Wiley has returned home
from Jonesport where he went to
attend the funeral of his wl/e’e
mother, Mrs. Mills.
Albert Slingshy is having Ills house
painted, the work being done by
Capt. D. W. Wall.
C. M. Mason is painting the store
and residence of Mrs. J. K. Mona
ghan.
Mr. and Mrs. James Raj' left Wed
nesday for the White Mountains.
Capt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook and
Miss Eva Tijrrey motored to Rock
land Monday.
Mrs. Maud Hart and son Clarence
who have been ten day guests at
Wan-e-set Inn, left last week for
their home in Somerville. Mass.
Mrs. Claude Wiley is In Glouces
ter. called there by the illness and
death of her mother.
Mrs. Etta Hart of Portland was
operated on Monday at the eye and
ear Infirmary.
Mrs. It. J. McKenzie has arrived
at her summer home. Mr. McKenzie
will join her later.
Joe McNeil is a guest of relatives
here.
Mrs. Richard Peterson and son
John have been guests of her inoth
er, Mrs. John Fuller.
That Welcome Sign
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Kind Sir. I’ve read your paper
through, and, faith, to me, ’twas
reallj- new: how guessed you, sir
what I most wanted? AThe informa
tion you now have granted, to know
what Tenant’s Harbor’s doing, and if
there’s any trouble brewing. This
Welcome Sign (you needn’t fear)
don’t mean “Leave hope who enter
here,” but “Who enter here, leave
car and worry, and bide a wee, you
needn’t hurry.
There’s room for folks both old
and new. there’s welcome for me
and welcome for you, there’s lob
sters, fish and clams galore. Fresh
air, sunshine, the Old Maine Shore
All this I might have never heard
of.
But for you I might hav
despaired of. sogratefullythe.se lines
I send you. and pray that all good
things attend you.
An Exile.
Boston. June 24.

A PANTRY TRAGEDY
A fickle Jittle Piccalilli

'Know

she's

Welt-

You, too, can have the com

petent energy and joyful
force of health.

CONSTIPATION
means

SHORTENED LIFE

When your bowels refuse to work and the poisons have to
find other outlets such as your lungs, kidneys and skin,you
are courting sickness and shortening your life. You are also
running grave danger of dreadful disease. Do your bowels
act at least twice daily? If not you are constipated and
must do something right away or you may be gravely ilL

Dr. Caldwell’s

SYRUP PEPSIN
The Family Laxative
will relieve chronic constipation, regulate your system,
and for 30 years has assisted Nature in properly exercis
ing the bowels of America’s millions. A pleasing liquid
combination of Egyptian senna, pepsin and aromatics,
the tested prescription of Dr. Caldwell proven by years
in his large practice.
Different Because It Relieves And
Docs Not Require Continued Use

The mistreated bowels may be cleared
with one dose, but to allow Nature to
restore health and proper functioning,
ever decreasing doses should be taken
until your bowels are moving naturally
by themselves. 10,000.000 bottles are
used annually because it never lails.

OdeAer

It io ooW everywhere medicine is sold—
and guaranteed. Try it nt our riik. Your
druggist will return your money if it feile
to do ea promised.

PEPSIN STMUP COMPANY
Monticello, Illinois

NORTH WARREN
Mrs. Augusta Mank of Mank’s
Corner visited Mrs. E. R. Moody
Sunday.
Mrs. Annie Messer is again work
ing for Joshua Starrett after a two
weeks’ vacation.
Colbj- Post of Rockland spent the
weekend with his mother, Mrs. D. B.
Tost.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank were
recent callers of Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Hawes to see their new grand
son, Howard Elroy, born June 18.
Mrs. Josie Cummings was In Rock
land Thursday, to have her ej'es
treated and fitted for glasses.
Mr .and Mrs. Perlej' Whitehouse of
North Waldoboro were callers of ’
Charles Mank’s Monday-.
Mrs. Rose Packard of Waldoboro!
ls staying at the home of her
brother, L. Mank, while he is in
Bangor.
Miss Ruth Moody Is going to
Farmington
to
attend
summer
school.
It is expected the Interior decora
tors will be at work in the Grange
hall this week.

SOUTH WARREN

• a a e

lath tubs, basins
all porcelains smooth and
shining

The School Improvement League of
the Grammar School is in a flourish
ing condition.
This league was or
ganized in Sept., 1922 and has earned
about 2150 which has been expended
for encyclopedias, a vlrtrola and other
purposes of benefit to the school.
The present board of officers follows:
President, Alwin French: treasurer,
Maude Burnes; - secretary. Eleanor
Cudworth.
A series of programs
have been given in the school room,
the last one being In charge of Maude
Burnes, Dorothy Stevens and Helen
1 Oliver. It was well planned and car
ried out much to the pleasure of the.
eight visitors present. The program
consisted of piano solos, recitations
and exercises by the pupils.
Those
who took part were Dorothy Miller,
, Eleanor Cudworth. Lewis Boden,
Bernice Davis, Thelma Achorn, Lil
lian Jenkins. Maude Burnes. Floyd
Hilton, Alwin French, Frances Crow
ell. Marion Welt, Gertrude Burnes,
Katherine Oliver, Helen Oliver, Freda
Dalton. Ruth Noyes, Dorothy Stevens
■ and Eleanor Hatt.
Much credit is
due Miss Agnes Creamer, the princi
pal, for her patience and perseverance
! in making this League an assured
' success.

Miss Cada Burnham called on her .
RlNSO dissolves completely
sister, Mrs. C. G. Burns in Friend
—nothing to mar the fine
ship Sunday.
glazed surface of porcelain.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Wood of
Just wonderful cleansing suds
APPLETON RIDGE
Camden were callers at O. A. Cope
that dissolve away every bit
land’s Sunday, enroute to Winthrop
Misses
Lizzie and Maude Fuller
of dirt. Use it, too, for dishes,
Miss Gertrude Wood of Kingfield
She liked the spicy aromatic
motored to Orono Tuesday.
pots
and
pans,
linoleum,
floors
•Odor blowing in,
is visiting her brother. L. B. Wood.
P. D. Perry and family, Mr. and
And tried to coax the sifter and
and woodwork.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Bucklin took
I Mrs. W. M. Newbert, Mr. and Mrs. H.
The flour from the bln
their guests. Mr. and Mrs. James
This scrappy little Plcalllll
C. Stanley and daughter attended the
Wanted the whole show.
Packard of Bangor, to Wiscasset to
pictures of the life of Abraham LinBut there were other pantryltes who
the MacMillan celebration.
Mrs.
i coin in Union Monday evening.
Thought that wouldn’t go
Oliver Hyler of Thomaston accom- i
Mr. and Mrs. David Esancy ahd Mr.
The olive oil and milk together
panied them.
and Mrs. Leland Johnson were Sun
Made a stab at peace.
Mr, and Mrs. Oliver Counce and ’
day callers of Callie Fuller and son.
Enlisted all the cereals, the
Miss Mildred Counce of North An-1
Honey and the grease.
Roy Cunningham of Jefferson was
The clear-eyed tranquil taptoca
son. are visiting relatives
and t
Lever Bros. Co„ Cambridge, Man.
a recent caller of Hayden Fuller.
Nearly had a spell.
friends here.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Nute from Vermont
Mben she saw the butter running off
The newly-weds, Mr. and Mrs.1
With Mr. Mackerel.
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Mc|
Corrison.
Milton Robinson, returned Friday
SOMERVILLE
Then every box of matches fired up
from their trip to Bar Harbor. Mrs
Mrs. Katie Whitney and son LawAnd scorched the shelf
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hayes oi
Rachel Overlock who accompanied Chelsea were Sunday visitors of Mra" ln Kookland for an operaAnd burned the baking powder so
It couldn't raise Itself.
them and visited her husband and Mrs. IL G. Brown.
tion on the son for adenoids at Knox
The onions fell upon th« eggs and
Elmer Overlock, who is operating a
Beat them to a froth.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Evans and son Hospital.
mill there, returned with them.
I)r. and Mrs. Edward Corliss and
Which horrified the mutton so It
James of Augusta, passed the weekWasn’t fit for broth.
Several from here attended
children of Ryegate, Vt„ and V. A.
end at their home here.
Grange anniversary at Union *ast
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Dodge and Simmons of Belfast were recent call
This scrap turned the potatoes green and
Saturday.
(Scared the starch quite stiff.
little daughter of Augusta and Mrs ers at A. L. Sprowl’s.
And to top It off. a doughnut gave
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Redman oi iJ Grace Wares, were recent visitors at
The Willing Workers met Tuesday
The jam an awful biff.
afternoon with Blanche £>avidson
But when the soda dropped In the
A. J. Dodge’s.
Sunday.
Molasses Jug kerflop.
The work was on
Sunday visitors and callers at the with 12 present.
They foamed and sizzled frightfully
Mrs. Amanda Grafton visited her J home of Bertrel D. Brown were: R carpet rags.
The meetings have
t’lear to the very top.
daughter, Mrs. Josie Hyler, in J A. Packard, Mr. and Mrs. Fred been adjourned until the first Tues
Thomaston Sunday.
In fact they bubbled over on the bread
Blood. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bird and day in September.
And soaked it one.
Mrs. Cynthia Counce was one of son Thomas of Northport; Mr. and
Miss Bertha Hodsdon of Rockland
A yeast cake got mixed up with them
a picnic party who visited Mrs. Mrs. E. H. Hannan of Liberty; Mr. is boarding at Arthur Sprowl’s for
And got stuck on a bun.
Vannah in Winslow’s Mills Friday.
But tiie bun was old and crusty and
Boyd and sister, Mrs. (’hadhourne the summer
Didn't care for beaux,
Mrs. Jennie Bucklin was a week- of Newport: Mr. and Mrs. N. W.
Mr. and Mrs. King and daughter of
So rolled kit.) tlie vinegar and
end guest at Capt. Thomas Libby’s.I erown of Week’s Mills: Mr. and Mrs Waterville spent a part of Tuesday
Nearly smashed its nose.
She was accompanied home by Mrs. j ,.
an(1 d;ulgilter K„a of at P. D. Perry’s.
By now It was an awful mess—a
Isadore Hunt who will remain for a Auguata; Mrs. Gracc Wares and Mr
Julia Chaples and Adna Pitman
Case for tea and lead,
from the village and Aubrey Pitman
brief visit.
j and jjrs. A. J. Dodge of this town.
A poultice made of soap and sugar
Drew it to a head.
Mrs. Fred Jordan and family arei Mr and Vr!( Frank E M((ore ,lnd of Salem, Mass., spent Wednesday
Some ears of corn got husky and were
visiting at M. P. Jordan’s.
children of Hallowell, were weekend1 as quests of William Pitman.
•Shocked at what they saw.
L. B. Wood returned Thursday guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Evans
E. S. Cummings of Union was over
The air was thick with bits and scraps
from Kingfield, where he went to at
Of things both cooked and raw.
Heartfelt sympathy is extended the Ridge Tuesday selling Rawleigh
tend the graduation of his sister the family of Morrill P.rann, late of products
About thLs time the cook ran in to see
Gertrude Wood from F. N. S.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert has begun
What was the matter.
Washington. Mr. Brann was born
And what she saw unnerved her so
in this town where be grew to man her business of preserving field
'Slie straightway dropped the platter.
strawberries.
hood and was highly respected.
SEARSMONT
Then flew for brooms and mops and
Dust pan. scrubbing brush and brick,
The
Ladies
’
Aid
met
at
Mrs.
Eph

A pail of water, washing powder,
raim Wiley’s Wednesday. The usu
Shovel and a pick
al amount of work was done and a
And all this while Miss Picalllli
social afternoon was spent.
’Sat upon the shelf
Mrs. Ada Hawes has returned to
As calm as any Summer’s day—
■Conceited little elf
Augusta after a week’s visit with
But woe betide such silly pride—the broom her sister, Mrs. Eben Cobb.
Knocked off her lid
Fred Marriner and family and
And down she went right in the pall
Where she demurely hid.
Joseph Packard and family spent
Sunday at Mr. Packard’s cottage,
A tragic end-hut true to life, so filled
The Pines.
Was she with pride
She lost her head, stirred up a war--then
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson of
Flunked before she died.
West Palm Beach, Fla., Mr? and Mrs
—Florence Peet Hansen.
Charles Giles and Mrs. Sarah Wil
son of Camden, were recent guests
of Mrs. Lucy A. Bean.
H821
A party of ladies from Belfast
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
spent Friday at The Pines, Lake
Quantabacook.
retains its
flavor in
The Famous Sheet Musle you ooo edvertiled In all the leadlny mtiuinet.
Percy Hermensen of Long Island
Over 220 eeleetlone—eeed ter
the
N. Y„ and owner of the Wan-naheetalogue.
gee-sha camps, has been in town a
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Ma.
in
SAL-ADA is
few days on business.
Flirted with the Cheese,
Tlie Pepper got a huffy fit
And caused the two to sneeze.
The mustard and the salt took sides
To rustle up a scrap.
But fickle little Plcalllll
Didn’t care a rap.

Always Keeps Fresh

H

SHEET MUSIC 15c

n

SALADA’

delicious
air-tight aluminum packets
which all
sold.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES, INC
BOSTON and BANGOR LINE
(.ran Bangor (daily including Sunday) at 2 P. M-. (MtanCiM>Hlrn'5?45
Wln.rrport 2.45 P. hi., Buck.port 3.S0 P. M-, Belfaat 5 P. M . Linden
P. M.. Rockland 8 P. M., due Boeton followingmornina 7 . SaU.'.a Time)
Huston (daily including Sunday) at 6 P.M.
M g Belfast

A-M-

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
—Sundays Only—
. June 28 to September 6 inc.
Reduced rates between
Bangor, Bar Harbor and Blue Hill Lines

BAR HARBOR and BLUE HILL LINES
Standard Time
nd (daily including Sunday) at 5 A. M.direction*
Leser Rockland
Harbor 1.30 P..M. and Blue Hill 12.30 P.M. for all landings in each direction.

PORTLAND-ROCKLAND-EASTPORT LINE
Tuesdays and Friday!

Monday a and Thursdays
(Standard Time)
i.v. Porilnnd............... 8.00a.m.
Lv. Boot hbay H arbor.. 11.30 a .m.
l v. Friendship.......... 2.00 p.m.
Lv. Rockland............... 6.00 jxtra.

(Standard Time)

Ly.EMtport-Lubec... 6.00p.m.
Wednesdays and Saturday!
Lv. Rockland.................6-00 a.m.
Lv. Friends'll ip.......... 8.30 a.m.
Lv. Boothbay Harbor.. 11.00 a m.
Due Portland ................2.00 p.m.

Tuesday* and Fridays

Due East port-Lu beo. .. 4.00 a.m.

* Vlnalhaven and RockUnd
Steamboat Co.

AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
In effect June I, 1925
(Subject to chanee without notice)

Eastern Trntt
Bangor
Eat. 1901
FUality Bldg., Portland
No high sounding promise*, but con.
tlttent and continuous nsodod sorvlee
night and day, everywhere In Now
England and New Jersey.

1400 garagoa. 300 attomara at yoor coll.
No charga beyond annual faa of 110.
Office* In Boston, Portland, Bangor,
Monchootor, Worcoetor, Springfield,
Hartford, Now Haven and Providence.

Pratact YaaraaK, Your Wife ami Faarily

VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vlnalhftvcn, dally, except
Sunday, at 6.30 A. M . and 1 P M.. arriving
at Rockland at 8 A M. and 2 30 I’. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9 A M , end
3 30. P. M
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally, except
Sunday at 5 30 A. M . Stonington at 6.30.
North Haven at 7.30, due at Rockland about
S 50.
Returning, leaves Rockland 1 30 P. M ,
North Haven at 2 30. Ktunlngton at 3.40, due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 5 P. M.
B. H. STINSON.
General Agent

Estate of William L. Knowlton
\
NOTICE
The subscriber herdby given notice that on
June 17. 1925 he was duly apolnted executor
of the last will and testament of William I.
Knowlton, late of Vlnalhaven. in the County
of Knox, deceased, without bond a.s the will
directs, and on this date was qualified to fill
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
said trust.
Eastern Standard Time
All perrons having demands against the
Trains Leave Rockland rot
estate, are desired to present the same tor
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re Augusta. A §7 UO a. in., }7.45 a. ra., fl-IOp. ra.
Btngor. A$7 00a. m ,
15a. ni . fl-IOp- »-1tired to make payment Inin edlately to
taston. Al7.(tOc. ni , f7.45a. ni.. Jl.lOp. in.
V RAYMOND KNOWLTON.
Brunswick, A 57.00 a. ni., f7.45a. m.. 11.10 p. tn.,
Vlnalhaven. Maine.
J5.25 p. .m, t '»,35 p. «n.
June 16,1925
June 27. July 4-11
Lewiston, A{7.00a. tn , t7.45a. m., tl 10 p. in.
New Yoik. f 1.10p.m.. {5.25p.m.
Estate of Clara M. Stetson
Philadelphia, {5.25p. m.
NOTM'E
Partland. A{7.00 a. m . |7.45 a. ra.,* tl. 10 p. ra.,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on {5.25. p. ni., |5.35p. m.
une 16. 1925, he was duly appointed executor Washington, {5.25 p. ni.
r the last will and testament of Clara M Waterville, Ai7.00a.m., t7.45a.in., tl.10p.ru.
Stetson, late of Quincy, Mass., In the County Wodwich.A57.00a.rn., |7.45 a.m., tl 10 p. ra..
of Norfolk, deceased, without bond as .he {5.25 p. m., 15.35p. ra.
will directs, and on this date w» qualified tDally, except Sundays. {Sundays only and
to fill said trust.
passengers provide own ferriage Bath to \V<joIAll persons having demands against the wich. { Daily except Saturday.
estate are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to me
or to Henry H. Payson of Rockland, my
legally appointed Agent in Maine.
JAMES II. STETSON.
Quincy, Mass
June 16. 1923.
June 27, July 4-11

J

]

Estate of William H. Wylie

CHAS. P. DOW & GO.

NOTICE

The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
June 16. 1925. she was duly appointed ad
ministratrix of the estate of William H Wylie,
late of Warren, in the County of Knox, de
ceased. without bond as the law directs, and
on this date was qualified to fill said trust
All persons Iraving demands against the
estate, are desired to presen the same for set
tlement. and all Indebted thereto are required
to make payment immediately to
CLARA M. SMITH.
Rockland. Maine.
June 16. 1923.
June 27, July 4-11

Estate of John T. Bunker
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
June 16. 1925, he was duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of John T. Bunker,
late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox,
and on this date was qualified to fill said
trust by giving bond as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to
STANLEY R CUSHING,
Thomaston. Maine.
June 16. 1923.
June 27. July 4-11
Estate of Sarah K. Fey I or
NOTICE
The subscrilKT hereby gives notice that on
June 16. 1925. he wa« duly appointed ex
ecutor <?f the last will and testament of
Sarah K IiMer. late of Thomaston. In the
County of Knox, deceased, without bond as
the will directs, and on this date was qualifled to fill said trust.
All persons having demands against the
estate, are de-slred to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make txayment immediately to
FRANK D ROWE.
Warren. Maine.
June 16, 1925
June 27, July 4-11

Alerpbor
Consolidated Stock Exchange
of Mew York

STOCKS end BONDS
Publishers of the
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST

which is sent free to
investors upon request

U

I

10 STATE STREET

|

BOSTON

I

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Tela phon, 136
38 UNION »T„ ROCKLANO. ME.
Graduate of American 8chool of
Oateopathy

»
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland

Estate of George A. Ames
NOTK'E
DR. E. W. PEASLEE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
June 16. 1925, he was duly appointed ex
Dentist
ecutor of the last will and testament of
George A. Ames, late of Matinicus Isle, ln
Tuesday and Friday Evenings by
the County of Knox, deceased, without bond
Appointment
as the will directs, and on this dale was
qualified to fill said trust.
Tel. 38.
375 Main St.
Rockland
All persons having demands against the
Office Hours: 8:30 to 5:00
estate, are desired to present the same for
Tuesday and Friday Evenings 6:30 to 8:00
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
59 tf
quired tn make payment immediately to
MARY ESTHER AMES.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
M^tlnicus I«le, Maine.
June 16. 1925
June 27. July 4 11
. Insurance
Estate of Annie R. Hall
NOTH E
Bucceaaor t« A. J. Kraklnu 4b Oo.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that »n
June 16. 1923. he was duly appointed ex
417 MAIN ST.------ -- ROCKLANO
ecutor of the last will and testament of
Annie R. Hall, late of Warren. In the County
of Knox, deceased, and on this date was
qualified to fill sal I trust by giving bond as
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
the law directs
All persons having demands against the
Attorney and Counaplor at
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
Law
quired to make payment Immediately to
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINS
( HESTER B HALL.
Warren, Maine. Tolepeonee—Office 468; House 693-R
June 16, 1923.
June 27* July 4-11
Estate of P. H. Parke
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
June 16, 1925, she was duly appointed ex
ecutrix of the last will and testament of
P. H. Parka, late of Thomaston. In the County
of Knox, deceased, without bond as the will
directs and on this date was qualified to fill
Raid trust.
AU persons having demands against the
eatate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to
MARY .1 PARKS,
Thomaston, Maine.
June 16, 1925
June 27, July 4-11

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offfee Hours: I to 8 ted 7 to 8 P. M.

Residence until •- A. M. and by Annnlatmer
Telephene 184

THOMASTON. ME

DR. JAMES KENT

Osteopath

Estate of Ida M Miller
38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
NOTICE
Teleonone 323
36-tf
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
June 16, 19254 he was duly appointed ex
ecutor of the last will and testament of Ida
M Miller, late of Rockland, In the County
of Knox, deceased, without bond as the will Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
directs, and on this date was qualified to fill
said trust.
DENTIST
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
quired to make payment Immediately to
FRANK B. MILLER.
ROCKLAND. ME.
89tf
Rockland, Maine. j-------------------------------------------------------June 16, 1925.
June 27, July 4-11

Estate of Sarah M. Vose
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
June 16, 1925, he was duly appointed ex- |
ecutor of the last will and testament of
Sarah M. Vose, late of Union, in the County ;
of Knox, deceased, without bond as the will
dlrectK, and on this date was qualified to
fill said trust.
All persons having demand! against the
astate, are desired to present the same lor
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

f

L R. CAMPBELL

ALBERT F. VOSE,

June 16, 1925.

Rockville. Maine. I

June 2>tf July 4-11

I7>

Attorney At Law
MAIN ST. ROCKLAND.

MB,
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Every-Other-Day

WEST ROCKPOR'
The- Mission Circle met at tlie
church Tuesday afternoqji to tack
quilts.
Master Donald Edkins of Belmont,
Mass., is the guest of his grandpar
ents, iMr. and Mrs. U. E. Beach.
There will be a preaching service
at the church Sunday afternoon at
2.30 as usual.
The name of John Andrews’ new
store is Bud's Corner instead of

Bird’s Corner as appeared ln another
issue.
Mrs. Clara Flske of Damariscotta
is .the guest of Mrs. A. A. Clark.
Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Farolyn Barrows of Rockville cal KM on
Mrs. Leman Oxton Tuesday after
noon.
This is a busy week at Heald's ice
cream plant with orders to supply a
wedding of 500 guests, another
smaller wedding and the Community
Sweet Shop at South Hope.

PRESENT DAY DANCES
Old Timers Will Have Chance To
Learn ’Em at Tewkesbury's Thea
tre.

An all-summer campaign to stim
ulate interest in the dances of the
present day among devotees of the old
fashioned dances, will hetfln Tues
day night, June 30, at Dr. L. G.
Tewksbury's Theatre, Stonington.
On that night "Phil Buxton’s Col
legians" a dance orchestra composed
of college students of Philadelphia,
will play the first of a series of
dances to be held during the summer
on Deer Island, under the direction of
Dr. Tewksbury.
Throughout the
summer a special effort will be made
by Dr. Tewksbury to arouse a re
renewed ardor for dancing among the
“old timers" who danced to the
strains of “Sweet Rosie O'Grady" and
popular tunes of even greater an
tiquity.
“There is no reason," said Dr.
Tewksbury, “why persons ln their
Fifties and Sixties should be deprlved of the joys of youth.
I think
it would be nice to offer prizes to
couples in those classes for the best
execution of tlie old fashioned waltz
This does not mean that we are going
to deprive the young people of Deer
Island of their favorite dance selec
tions.
I have engaged an orchestra
of ydung men who will furnish mod
ern dance music of the highest type.
However, I believe there is no rea
son why the old-fashioned waltz of
yesteryear can not go hand in hand
with a fox trot of the sprightliest
movement.
Mr. Buxton, tbe orches
tra director, has agreed to co-operate
Vith me and will inject into the sum
mer dance program some of the
dances of former days."
During the summer the orchestra
will^ play regular engagements with
Mrs. L. A. Sherman at North iBrooklin and T. L. tlray, South Brooksville.
A feature of the orchestra’s entertain
ment will be the rendition of popular
duets on the piano by Mr. Buxton
and William Earle Nelson, the or
chestra drummer. A versatile mem
ber of this Philadelphia dance music
aggregation is Gordon Wheeler, sax
ophonist.
Mr. Wheeler plays three
reed instruments and his ability to
produce a mellow tone on the saxa
phone, his favorite Instrument, has
made him popular with dance enthu
siasts. Ced Snow, banjoist, has dis
tingulshed himself through his appre
ciation of harmony and the ability
to blend the chords of his Instrument
witli tlie other instruments.
On the night of July 3, Dr. Tewks
bury will conduct a dance on Deer
Island in celebration of July 4.
It Is
expected that George W. Jahn, for
merly connected with the Little Thea
tre of Philadelphia, will arrive on
Deer Island in time to sing with the
orchestra on that night.

A Tonic Restorative
IMfTATWH GRAPE- NOT GRAPE JUICE

4 FLA VOR YOU CANT FORGET

SCOTT’S EMULSION
OF PURE COO-LIVER OIL
FOR NURSING MOTHERS

NU GRAPE BOTTLING CO.
10 PARK STREET

ABOUNDS IN VITAMINS
TEL. 780-M

ROCKLAND

■

tf

for the

HUDSON
COACH
Freight and Tax Exn-a

The world’s largest production of 6-cylinder cars, permits
the lowest prices in Hudson history. And for the finest
Hudsons ever built. Thus Hudson is more than ever the
\
•

World's Greatest Buy
Hudson’s leadership is the result of
ten » ears’engineering concentration
in refining a great car around the
famous Super-Six principle. Its pat
ented, exclusive principle added
80% to efficiency, yielding 76 horse
power without added size, weight'
or cost. Its simplicity has always
meant a lower selling price than is
permitted in complicated types. No
design, however costly, has been

found to excel Super-Six smooth*
ncss, reliability and performance.,
Hudson quality has constantly been
improved. Easier steering, greater
roadability, more comfort, better (
materials, finer workmanship, hand*
somer appearance and more lasting

finish.
sa

It is the greatest value offered in
Hudson’s ten years of leadership.

Announcing a New Type

The BROUGHAM *1595
7-Pass. Sedan $1795
Freight and Tax Extra

SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY. INC.
TEL. 896.

710-712 MAIN ST.

ROCKPORT
Fenno St. Clair of Newtonville,
Mass., was the recent guest of his
brother, E. C. St. Clair.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True of Hope
were guests of Mrs. IMinnie Piper
Wednesday.
Miss Mary Brann is assisting Post
master Spear in the office.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Poland mo
tored from Rumford Falls aipl weie
recent guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert M. Poland.
Mrs. Chester Robarts has been em
ployed in the office of the CanitMn
Anchor-Rockland Machine Co. 'in
Camden for a few days.
Mrs. Alonzo Leadbetter and chil
dren returned Wednesday from Phil
lips where they have been guests of
her brother, Sumner Austin for two
weeks.
Oliver and Frederick Cavanaugh
returned Thursday from a ten days
visit with their grandmother, Mrs.
Carrie B. Cavanaugh in Portland.
Mrs. Charles Berry was the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Syl
vester in Camden Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Itandall and
son Lawrence of Brockton, Mass.,
were at Mrs. Minnie Piper's recently
enroute to Gorham.
Mrs. Chauncey Stinson and daugh
ter Charlotte of Portland are guests
at Capt. G. W. Stinson’s this week.
A. C. Moore has been In North Ha
ven this week on a business trip.
Mrs. Mary Newbert of Rumford.
Mrs. Homer Richards and sons and
Mrs. Martha Warren of Andover are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Davis.
Mrs. Herbert Berry and children of
Camden were guests Thursday at
Capt. Huse Richards.
The residence of Capt. E. O. Pat
terson on Amsbury yill is being
painted.
Winslow F. Dillingham has
charge of the work.
Sir Knights Levi L. Upham and
Charles A. Cavanaugh were among
the number who participated in the
Bangor pilgrimage Wednesday and
report a very enjoyable time.
Rev. J. L. Wilson of South Paris
will preach at the Baptist church
Sunday morning and evening as
candidate.

WARREN
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UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Norwood, Mrs.
Ennna Norwood and grandson How
ard of Warren and Mrs. H. L. Rob
bins of this place motored to Bangor
Sunday and called on friends.
Harold F. -Whitmore of Bangor was
the weekend guest of his grandfather,
A. H. Whitmore.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Flint called
on friends here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Bucklin of
Schenectady, N. Y„ are spending their'
honeymoon with Mr. and Mrs. Abner
Griffin and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wil
liams. Mrs. Bucklin was formerly
Miss Florence Fogler, daughter of
Bennett and Fanny Tolman Fogler of
this town. Their many friends ex
tend hearty congratulations and best
wishes for a long and happy married
life.
The schools have closed and the
children are once again enjoying the
summer vacation. Mrs, Annie Farris
of the Hawes School entertained her
school by giving a picnic at Wilson
Merriam’s shore.
Edward Ames,
teacher at the Nye School, took his
pupils to Augusta and. visited the
State House and other places of In
terest. Miss Harriet Stewart chaper
oned the party. The High and Gram
mar Schools went to Lincolnville
Beach for a picnic and had a most
enjoyable day.
Clyde Davis has returned to his
work at New Hampshire after a
week's visit with his mother, Mrs
Linda Davis.
All having relatives or friends
buried at Lake View cemetery are
requested to meet there on Tuesday,
June 30, to help clean up the yard.
Come prepared for work. The Good
Will Society will furnish refresh
ments. If stormy, come the next fair
day.
The camera man was very much
ln evidence at last Saturday’s cele
bration and the result is some very
pretty post card views which the
W. E. Haskell Co. are offering for

sale.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Creighton are
visiting his mother &nd sister in
Washington, D. C.
Bethel Rebekah Lodge will enter
tain the district meeting Wednesday
day. July 1.
Orient Chapter, Eastern Star, will
hold a candy and apron sale at the
town hall next Tuesday afternoon
In the evening at 8 o'clock there
will be a musicale.
Saturday, June 20, marked the 50th
anniversary of Seven Tree Grange
and this order, to observe the event
fittingly, called together the people
of Knox county for a real celebration
and presented the town of Union with
a beautiful flag and staff. The ex
ercises were to take place at 2 p. in
and long before that hour the people
gathered from far and near. Walter
Ayer had charge of the exercises and
made some interesting remarks to
open the meeting. Prayer was of
fered by Rev. E. J. Webber. E. E
Light gave a brief but interesting
history of the town. It was 152 years
ago thlp month since the first tree
was felled for the settlement of
Union; 139 years since the incorpora
tioti of the town; 109 years since the
land was deeded by David Gilmore
to the town to be used as a Common
Mr. Light in well chosen words in
behalf of Seven Tree Grange, pre
sfnted the flag. Herbert Grinnell,
first selectman, accepted in behalf of
the town and Old Glory was flung
to the breeze. Mr. Thompson, for
merly State Master of the Grange,
was the next speaker and gave a fine
address. ■ The school children pre
sented a beautiful sight as led by
Supt. Rowe and their teachers they
circled around the flag and saluted.
The beautiful old patriotic songs
were sung by the company with Mrs.
Ethel Griffin at the organ.
West
Rockport
band furnished
music
throughout the afternoon
The
weather was ideal for the occasion
and altogether it was a splendid day
long to be remembered.

Several Masqns from here attended
the State Commandery Field Day of
tlie Knights Templar which took
place in Bangor Wednesday, among
whom were W. E. Spear, Alvah Sim
mons, Burdean Simmons. O. E. Star
rett, Dana Smith. Llewellyn Mank of
North Warren and G. W. Walker.
Ten girls with Mrs. Charles Pease
and Mrs. Harold Pease as chaperones
spent three days this week at Camp
Seven.Tree, North Warren, returning
home Friday.
The group included
Misses Ellenora Erkkila, Marie Ken
nlston, Helen Bacheldor, Mildred
Waltz, Edna Robinson, Mildred Pease
Evelyn Sawyer and her guest, Mar
garet Lutz of Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jd^eph Shorten re
turned Saturday from Beverly, Mass,
where they have lieen visiting and
from whence they attended the wed
ding last week In Salem of their son
Albert Shortell to Ruth E. Donovan
of Salem.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Shortell will make their home In
Warren and will occupy the flat over
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons which
has been recently equipped with
modern conveniences.
Miss Celinda Spear is recovering
slowly at Knox Hospital where she is
under treatment.
Word from Miss
Harriet Hahn who is also at Knox
Hospital reports her also gaining
daily.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rhodes and
daughter Ruth are guests of Mrs.
Rhodes' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Achorn, Sr.
Irvin Copeland is visiting his par
cuts, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Copeland
and is busily engaged in helping his
father install the town water in their
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Borneman of
Waldoboro were callers on Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Borneman Tuesday.
EAST SEARSMONT
Ralph Arey and family of Orlando,
Fla., were in town Wednesday, en
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Radley and
route to Lake Maranacook where he children of Rockland were recent
goes to assume charge of a.boys' camp callers of H. M. Donnell.
for the summer. Mr. Arey. formerly
Mrs. Abbie Marriner ls in Belfast
a Warren hoy, with the aid of W. M. for a brief visit with her daughter
Stetson, with whom he has kept up Mrs. Mark A. Wadlin.
a correspondence since leaving here,
Dr. .Maria Lemstrom of Brooklyn,
was looking up old friends.
N. Y„ has bought the Amanda Ma
E. O. Perkins arrived Wednesday honey farm and moved to the place.
from Boston driving down in a Hud
Mrs. Mabel Buzzell and daugbtei
son touring car lately purchased there Una of Belfast were recent guests ol
for E. W. Perkins.
their relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Mrs. Mary Whitmore came Mon bert Marriner.
day and is the guest of Albert Whit
Mrs. Norman Trull and little son
more.
nre guests of her parents, Mr. nnd
Mrs. Frank M. Morgan and daugh Mrs. H. A. McLeod.
ter Harriet are guests of Rev. and
A severe fire swept through Dal
Mrs. C. D. Paul for a few days.
ton Heald's wood lot, taking every
Sunday morning at the Baptist thing clean as It went. The build
church, the pastor. Rev. H. M. Pur- ings were only saved by heroic ef
rlngton, will speak from the subject fort by the men for miles around
"Thq Best Way.”
The choir will who were called by phone. It is
have some special selections, among thought the fire was incendiary as
which will he the anthem "The I-ord it started near the highway and tin
of Glory ls My Light." The evening wheel tracks show plainly where
service at 7 o'clock standard time they turned from the highway.
will be a vesper service with a brief
James Burgess and children were
sermon on “Praise Ye the Lord" by recent guests of his daughter. Mrs.
the pastor. Tbe quartet of the Rock Hattie Marriner.
*
land Unlversalist church which In
Clarence Gelo and his mother were
cludes two of our Warren singers, In East Northport recently calling
will sing the vesper service—Chester on relatives.
■
Wyllle tenor, John B. Robinson, bass,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marriner ol
Mrs. Katherine Veazle, soprano. Mrs. Camden were at the home of their
Gladys Morgan, alto, Miss Margaret parents, Mr. and .Mrs. L. L. Morse
Stahl, organist.
and Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Marriner.
A fine program was carried out the
last day of school at Mt. Pleasant
All of the parts were well given and
PORT CLYDE
reflect credit on the teachers and
Miss Gwendolyn Butler has re
pupils. At the close flf the exercises turned" to her former home in Liver
Supt. Rowe was presented with a pool, N. S.
very pretty Maybasket. There was a
The Fore Castle, the new summer
candy sale and grab bag from which home owned by Allen Craven of Bos'
a good sum was realized to be used ton, is about completed and Is one of
to buy a picture for the school room the most attractive places ln this vi
When all were thinking of departing cinity.
The place was formerly the
Miss Jennie Starrett, the teacher had Alexander homestead.
a large freezer of Ice cream brought
The summer cottages at Land's
In and there was also cake in abund End are nearly all occupied.
ance. AU felt this gathering was a
Miss Evie Hopkins of Augusta, Is
fitting close to the successful year spending a few weeks with her par
under Miss Starrett's guidance. The ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
program:
Salute,
“Stars
and
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hopkins and
Stripes," school; recitation, "The daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Friend From Home,” Leroy Brew Fowles of Augusta spent the week
ster;
recitation, “The
Rickshaw end with Frank Hopkins.
Man,” Delmont Butler: recitation,
"Mother Understands," Douglas Bis
bee; song, “Hail, the Glad Vacation,"
school: recitation, “Tlie Boy To
The Schoolmaster,” Herbert Butler;
recitation, "The Old Guard," Ken
neth Brewster; recitation, "When
Dad Helps Wash the Dishes," Damle
Russell;
song—“Flag
of
Peace, WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER
America,” school; recitation. "A
Boy's Complaint," Richard Russell;
ELECTRIC LAMP* AND
recitation, “Not Afraid To Try," Cora
8UPPLIE*
Russell; recitation, "Since We Got
THOMASTON, MAINS
The Radio,” Raymond Hart, song,
TaAS-tf
"Aloha Oe," school.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

The
BIG SIZE
Carey Asfaltslate Shingle

44 The Shingle That NeVer Curls tf
HE Roof of a home is one of the most important items to be con
sidered. Too many home owners are inclined to slight the roof, and
vet they depend upon it not only to protect the building itself from the
destructive effects of the elements, but to protect the interior furnishings,
decorations and fixtures as well, not to mention the health and safety of
their families.
Carey Big Asfaltslate Shingles are much heavier, thicker and stronger than
the ordinary slate surfaced shingle, due to the fact that they are built
upon an exceedingly heavy felt base. The high quality of the materials
used, together with the careful workmanship entering into the manufac
ture of this material, have afforded the product exceptional wearing
qualities.
Figure the cost of your roof on the “per square per year basis. The Big
Asfaltslate may be slightly higher in initial cost than an ordinary compo
sition shingle, but when the one-third saving in application cost, and the
many years of satisfactory service are considered, the Big Asfaltslate will
be found to be much more economical in the long run.
Ask us to explain the many advantages
of the Big Carey Asfaltslate Shingles.

T

FOR

SALE BY

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp.,
ROCKLAND,

ME.

Any good lubricating oil, designed for in
ternal combustion motors, has three major
functions to perform.
First, to prevent metal-to-metal contact, by
maintaining a film of oil between moving
parts. Second, to maintain a leak-proof seal
between piston rings and the cylinder walls.
Third, to resist the thinning-out process to
which all oil under heat is subjected.

Socony Motor Oil'meets them all.*
Chassis
Lubrication
Do not fail to lubricate
periodically your chassis
with Socony Gear Oil or
Socony Gear Compound.
It gives miles of added
power.

Used in the proper grade, it presents the
most effective metal-to-metal film. Its body
and consistency effect the maximum leakproof seal between piston and cylinder walls.
It resists to a high degree the excessive heat
of a motor, no matter what the pulling load.
Insist upon Socony Motor Oil; resist spuri
ous and cheap imitations sold at a price.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
26 Broadway

NY
MOTOR OIL

• EC.U^.FAT.
OFF..
iT. off

♦ There, s a grade of Socony Motor Oil for every type of motor.
Consult the Socony Lubrication Chart at your dealer’s.

Remember that

SOCONY is

“Standard”

1
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THOMASTON

HAVEN^ $540
The Woman's Guild of John tjte
£ o. b. Laariag, Mich.
Baptist church will meet at the home
of Mrs. Pillsbury Tuesday evening at
7.80.
Mrs. George Creighton and son are
visiting their cousin in Waterville.
The Beta Alpha Club will have a
picnic at Brown’s Point Monday af
ternoon. If stormy Monday the pic
nic will be held Tuesday. Please
take dishes.
Francis Tillson has gone to Boothbay where he has employment. His
family has been there several weeks.
Miss Eloise G. Wing, a teacher of
Cohasset. Mass., is visiting her sister,
Mrs. H. S. Kilborn.
Mrs. Annie Bickmore is visiting in
Hartland where she went to attend
the graduation of her granddaughter,
and make the acquaintance of her
first grandson.
The Edith Marshall Cook Co. will
give a concert at the Methodist
church July 30.
"Alaska" in pictures at the Bap
tist church Sunday evening. An open
door to the public.
Mrs. A. T. Gould, who has been in
town a few days, returned to Waban. Mass., Friday, and will sail Sun
day for Europe.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Blunt have had
as recent guests G» I). Hayden of
To drive their cars, it cost these
HREE things are essential to
Rockland. G. D. Fiske of Ingraham
Hill, Charles M. Hayden of Wash
low cost transportation: — a
owners, on the average 2-1/10
ington, D. C„ Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Fisk
low
first
cost,
economy
of
oper

cents per mile for mechanical re
recently from Florida, Mrs. Harry
Leon and son Hayden. The Hayden
ation and low cost of repairs.
pairs and replacements, gasoline
family, George and Charles, Julia D„
I
Mary and Eliza, met the first time
and tires.
2292 Star owners report an
for several years. Another one to he
added to the list is Mrs. Maria Hay
average cost of 1 14 cent per
den Clark of Garland, Maine.
Visit our car display. Let us show
mile for mechanical repairs and
Mr. ahd Mrs. W. S. Babson of Port
you further evidence of Star su
land, Oregon, are at the Knox Hotel.
replacements with averages of
Miss Margaret Murphy of Dorches
periority and give you a practical
23 8/10 miles per gallon of
ter, Mass., is the guest of Miss Rosa
Teel and Mrs. Clara Ellison at Miss
demonstration ride.
gasdline.
M. J. Watts'.
J. Walter Strout and Alfred M.
Strout motored to Bar Harbor Friday
where the former attended the Bank
ers’ Convention.
Ettore Case of Boston, an artist
of note, is the guest of ^Dr. O. F.
Cushing.
Adelbert Carney of Pennsylvania,
called upon friends in town Thurs
day. Mr. Carney is a Thomaston boy
who has made his profession that of
STAR CAR PRICES /. o. b. L-nalnj, Mich.
a chemist.
Mrs. Rich of Hyde Park and Mrs.
TOURING......................, . . $S40
2 DOOR SEDAN . . .
Nelson Keene and child of Dedham,
COUPSTER.........................$625
4-DOOR SEDAN . . .
Mass., are occupying the Edward E.
COUPE...................................$715
COMMERCIAL CHASSIS
O’Brien house on Main street.
The prison commission, Henry II.
Auill by Durant Motors, Elisabeth, N. J. - Lansing, Mich. - OaUantU Cat - Toronto, On*
Hastings of Bethel, Charles S. Hichborn of Augusta, and Phineas S. Gay
of Newcastle made an official visit to
the prison this week. Mr. Hastings
was accompanied by his wife and
son.
Recent guests at the Knox Hotel
have been E. W. Butler of Des Moines,
Sales and Service Rooms. New Garage. New County Road
Iowa. Mrs. Edward B. Edwards and
two daughters of Boston, W. W. Cros
by and G. V. Wilborn of Canandaigua,
Telephone 912
N. Y„ Dr. C. C. Bushnell of Syracuse
University, Syracuse, N. Y„ Mr. and
Mrs. John It. Lee and child of Wal
lingford, Conn., Mrs. F. Brewster, of
A TEAPOT TEMPEST i
FOR DEFENSE DAY
] need and reconsecrate ourselves in
Hingham. Mass., Mildred R. Perry of
j the spirit of our past.
Reedsburg, Wis„ Joseph Fessenden,
“In order that there may be no
George R. Cutler of Boston, and T. M. Was the Scandal of Teapot {Civilian Committees Named
doubt as to the readiness of Maine to
and A. P. Lothrop of Chicago. The
four last named came to take a
Dome—What the Court
Hon. Elmer S. Bird defend those principles and privi
leges of America which we prize, it
Morse-built yacht.
Chairman
For Knox.
Services at St. John the Baptist
• is hoped that every community will
Says.
Episcopal church for the third Sun
in some way observe this anniver
The civilian committees for Nation sary. A simple program would con
day after Trinity will be evening
One does not hear so much about
al Defense Day have been designated sist somewhat of the following:
song and sermon at 7.30.
the Teapot Dome scandal nowadays
Tite graduating class of Thonj"S.00 a. m. Patriotic organizations
by Gov. Brewster, and acceptance has
especially
since
the
report
of
Judge
aston High School, accompanied by
been made in each instance. The com form for iiarade. 9.00 n. m. parade.
Mr. and Mrs. Sturtevant, Miss Cross, Kennedy of the U. S. District Court
10.00 a. m. Congregation at some cen
Miss Smith and ‘‘Charlie’’ Winchen- who says that the ( Teapot Dome mittees in this locality are:
tral rallying spot where simple pa
Knox: Hon. Elmer S. Bird, Rock- triotic services could be held with
bach, enjoyed a ride to Port Clyde leases were not fraudulent; that they
...
.
,
x
land: Ut. Col. Walter H. Butler, Ma- appropriate music and speeches.
and a lobster supper at Drift Inn
Wednesday evening. Nearly all of the were valid and on good authority chine Gun Reserve RocfcIand. Major 10.30 a. hi. Muster of every citizen
class went and greatly enjoyed the and were a good trade for the Navy Ralph W. Brown, 210 C. A. C. Rock- who In some simple form shall pledge
delicious banquet which was served and the United Suites. Indeed by land; Lt. Col. K. A. Robbins, Infantry his service to the common cause: In
by Mrs. Jeannette Kallock. Through them more oil would be conserved Reserve. Camden.
dividual dedication by raising the
the kindness of Mrs. Kalloch the for the public than under the then
Lincoln; Forrest 'll. Bond, Jeffer hand or repeating a pledge of allegi
guests had a dance after the supper going methods.
son: Major Harry S. Meyer, Cavalry ance or signing a muster blank will
and a delightful evening was spent.
lie of very real value in bringing home
Every one of the charges of Walsh Reserve, Boothliay Harbor.
The menu, which was greatly appre and his contemporary from Montana
Hancock: Guy E. Torrey, Bar Har the individual responsibility in this
ciated, consisted of lobster stew, has been set aside. Secretary Denby bor; Lt. James Ahernethy, Air Serv matter.
steamed clams, boiled ,live lobsters.
“You will lie the most important
„
did nothing wrong. There is no con- ice Reserve, Ellsworth.
French fried potatoes, hot rolls, lc«|nect,on hetween Fa„ and SinclairGov. Brewster has sent the follow link in making this observance a suc
cream and cake.
,
his dealings were with Doheny. Re ing letter to all civilian chairmen cess within your county by the men
A large gang of men began Friday read this decision of the Court of urging the need of making this one of you may secure In the several com
to excavate for the foundation of a the United
__ _____
__
the biggest days Maine has
_____ In this
munities to serve_ as chairman
States:
new house Donald George is to have
Judge Kennedy near the end of known and suggesting plans for the cause. If you would get these ready
built. It is on the site of the Capt. the decision said: “In reaching a observance of the day:
for announcement during the present
Frank Curling house which was conclusion in this case, we fully real- ,
July 4 it is the thought of the week it would help very materially
burned about 20 years ago. The new ize the degree of unpopularity which President that we should definitely from many angles. Will you please
house will lie 25x35 with an extension with it will lie received.
It is tr«e ani! individually dedicate ourselves forward to this office the list so soon
on the south side. W. H. Glover & in the nature of things, because the to such service as our country may as it is complete. We will mail di
Co. 'of Rockland have the contract. great general public is reached only ever need. On that day we may rectly to them such literature as may
Mr. George has selected a fine loca with the sensational features sur- properly remind ourselves of the sac- come out hut will desire meanwhile
tion. We are pleased to have him rounding the transactions involved rifices of those who gave this country for you to lay before them the plans
locate in town. 1 The building of and being largely in the dark ag to birth and preserved It in its hour of and purposes we have in mind."
new houses is a welcome sight. There all the other multitude of circum
are more to follow.
stances with which the case is surMelvin Feyler of Boston is visit rounded and knowing perhaps less
ing at his old home.
of the great legal principles which
Eveline Kalloch is spending a few the experience of the ages has
days at home before going to Peina- taught mankind must control in
quid for,the slimmer.
dealing with the rights of persons
. * * •
and property.
Thomaston Flower Show
“The fact that this appears to he
The regular fortnightly meeting of a good contract for the government
the Thomaston Garden Club was held as testified to by those witnesses
Thursday afternoon at the home of who are qualified to speak of its
Mrs. Ellis Copeland. The subject of character, coupled with the fact that
the meeting was “Peonies” and many the cqurts should lie concerned in
choice varieties were displayed. In sustaining formal giants upon which
Our Used Cars are changing every day! If the car
teresting accounts of the Massachu the rights and welfare of many de
setts Peony Exhibition, held in Hor pend impels the conclusion that
you want isn’t on this list, we may have
ticultural hall. Boston, on June 20-21, such contracts should he set aside
it just the same.
were given by Mrs. W. .1. Tobey and for light or frivolous reasons unless
Mrs. Richard Elliot, who attended fraud in connection with this execu
1917
Buick
Racer
............................. ....$ 75.00
both days. At this meeting the Gar tion is clearly shown.
1917
Buick
Touring
......................... .... 100.00
den Club decided to hold a flower
“We have no quarrel with the
show in the Congregational vestry on theory that the Congress should have 1
1917 Hudson Touring.................... .... 125.00
Thursday afternoon, July 2, from 3 and has the constitutional power
1920 Nash Touring........................ .... 200.00
to 5 o'clock, in which the public is to regulate the manner in which the
moat cordially invited to share. This property of the United States shall
1920 Buick Touring........................ .... 200.00
will lie the first event of its kind ever be
handled
by
the
executive
1921 StudAaker Touring ..... .... 350.00
held in this town, and with the co branch,” said the conclusion of the
operation of tite public it is hoped decision, “hut we do maintain that:
1922 Chevrolet Sedan.................... .... 350.00
trial it will lie so successful as to he in exercise of that power it may hy|
1924 Chevrolet Coupe.................... .... 450.00
legislative
authority
roine an annual event. There are appropriate
to my beautiful gardens growing up delegate officers of that department
1923 Dodge Sedan........................... .... 600.00
fn the town, most of them small and to handle government property in an
1921 Hudson Sedan........................ .... 650.00
individual, because they have been unrestricted way, and in accordance
1923 Hudson Coach.................... ?. .... 750.00
ro .de and cared for by their owners, with a vested discretion.
“Therefore it is not only possible
ptolmlily in some of these beds and
Iroidns there are unusual varieties, hut very probable, in this case, that
It will pay you to buy from a reliable firm
or choice specimens, and these the action taken by the secretary oi
brought together would make a the navy, if the contracts are fairly
We Will Trade Your Old Car
splemlid display. It may lie someone and honestly carried out. will actu-l
liich
would
otherally
conserve
Oil
whirl
present
a
display
wlil volunteer to
of wild dowers. or old-fashioned wise have been lost had not such
llotVt iH. perennials, or children’s gar action been taken, for, as to how
dens.
R H<> "III they kindly com far-reaching drainage may lie and
municate with the president of the how far all pools extend under
710 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 896
club’, Mrs. Richard Elliot, or the sec- ground. is at present little known
even
by
geologists
themselves.
”
retary, Misskilargaret Ruggles. A
will he rendered' at
short prog
liments served. The
3 SO nttd refi
BERRY & SMITH, of Bangor
ndmlssiott will ,e the smallest piece
or silver colfipd. kAfter 5 o'clock the
SAILMAKERS
turned, or sold,
flnWM-s
Successors to
s presented the
The onHWt ,',"b
two interesting
George W. Mugridge
l-nWHc LlbrtiJ W
and aims to do AWNINGS,
TENTS,
FLAGS
bank >
OPEN EVERY EVENING
ing an interest TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS
iVioFe to"'*™* **

LOW

REPAIR COSTS

T

Low-cost Ti

sportation

Cars

Star

ROCKLAND AUTO SALES CO.

“USED

CARS”

“GUARANTEED”

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.

fij

iiWeVi'i-

62-tf

Every-OtKer-Day

SICK 3 YEARS In Everybody’s Column Insist On Getting What You Called For
WITHOUT RELIEF
Ballard’s HEADACHE Tablets
Advertisements In this
ceed three lines inserted
3 times for 50 cents.
cents each for one time.
times.
Six words make

Finally Found Health by
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s'
Vegetable Compound

Columbia, S.C.— “Your medicine
has done me so much good that I feel
.V
—like I owe my life
to it. For three
years I was sick
and was treated
by physicians, but
they didn't seem
to help me any.
Then I took Lydia
E. Pinkham’svegetable Compound
and got strong
enough to do my
housework, where
before I was hard
ly able to be up. I have also taken
the Vegetable Compound during the
Change of Life and it has left me in
good health. I recommend it as the
best medicine for women in the
Change of Life and you can use these
facts as a testimonial.’’ — Mrs. S. A.
Holley, R. F. D. No. 4, Columbia,
South Carolina.
Why suffer for years with back
ache, nervousness, painful times and
other ailments common to women
from early life to middle age, when
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound will bring relief ?
In a recent country-wide canvass
of purchasers of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound over 200,000
replies were received, and 98 out of
every 100 reported they were bene
fited by its use.

CAMDEN

column not to ex
once for 25 cents.
Additional lines 5
10 cents for three
a line.

Lost and Found

LOST—BiaA hand hug between depot and
public landing.’ Reward.
C. DILLON, Dark
Harbor. Me
77-79
LOST—l i the neighborhood of West Rock
port and Mount Pleasant, a sable neckpiece.
Reward.
Please notify GEORGE M. SIM
MONS, Rockland.
Tel. 4-W.
77-70
LOST Spectacles, between Penobscot Fish
Co and Maine Central depot.
Reward. W.
K <TFWAKT. Am Express office.
75 77

Wanted
WANTED—Waitress at (JRAY GULL CAFE.
77-79
WANTED Salesmen for Knox, Waldo and
Lincozi counties to handle a new and very
attractive line of Fabrikold table '*nve»,s. etc
Never before sold in Maine.
No invest
ment required.
Protected territory.
H E.
SALES CO . Y M C. A. It !g.. Portand, Me.
77-79
WANTED Laundress at ISLAND INN HO
TEL. Monhegan, Me
Write or telephone
TENANT'S HARBOR
77 79
WANTED Position to assist with house
work for hoard and rooi».
Address “A",
care Courier-Gazette
77*lt
WANTED Fuller Brush Company has an
opening for one man with car.
Salary and
commission
Write 512 ('LAPP MEMORIAL
BLDG.. Portland, for interview.
77-80

WANTED -Life Insurance Agents and
others in every city and town in Me.. N. H.,
R. I and tV
To sell the leading monthly
Health and Accident policies
Insuring men,
women and children
Experience not nec
essary.
THE FRATERNITIES, Richmond,
Maine.
75-77
WANTED—Meti boarders
MRS BESSIE
COOMBS, 13 Cedar St. Tel. 467-W.
75*77
WANTED—Woman would like position as
housekeeper in Rockland.
Address E. C.
BROWN. Ingraham’s Hill, Rockland, Me.
(’.are George Everett.
75*77
WANTED—Woman for hand ironing
Ap
ply at office of PEOPLES LAUNDRY, Limerock Street.
75-77

WANTED—Position as stenographer, com
panion for lady or housekeeper for elderly
couple where work Is very light.
TEL.
C69-M.
74*76
WANTED—Position by an experienced
stenographer—either temporary or perma
nent.
Address “A” care Courier-Gazette.
77*lt

The schooner yacht Starling is re
pairing and refitting :yt the Railway
after being out of commission two
seasons.
Miss Carrie I.eo of Boston is the
guest of her sister. Mrs. Harry Rich
ards.
WANTED—I'll pay cash for a farm.
Give
Munroe W. Gill of Phillips Exeter particulars, also distance to school and
church and cash price.
BOX 126, Spencer,
Academy is home for the summer.
Mass.
74*8
K. Haven or Cassens of Rockland, a
WANTED—Position as bookkeeper or «te
Colby’ College student of marked nographer, regular or substitute.
TEL
62*tf
ability, will supply at the Baptist '26 W.
hurch tomorrow morning. There
WANTED—2 men Tor freezer, one splitter;
PORT CLYDE FISH
will be special music with Bible 3 all round fish men
AND (OLD STORAGE CO.
61-tI
school at noon.
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
‘ Where Will Your Arrow Fall?’’
kittens.
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14
will be the sermon subject aS the JOHN S RANLETT. Rockville. Me.
42-’J
Methodist church Sunday morning.
There will be a union service of this
FEATHER MATTRESS
church in the evening, Rev*H. I. Holt
Now is the time to have your
speaker.
Feather beds made into Feather
The morniflg sermon subject Sun
Mattresses; also renovate Pillows,
day of Rev. II. I. Holt will be “The
and Hair Matatresses done over.
Reality of Christ’s Uplifting Power.”
All Work Satisfactory
In the evening Mr. Holt will address
A. F. IRELAND
the union meeting at the Methodist
72-83 Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 25-5
church, using as his text ’The Man
Who Said Goodbye to God.”
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger of 6 Sea
ROLL ROOFING $1
street, began his new pastorate at
Walnut Hill last Sunday. Mr. SeliPER ROLL
ger’s family will remain in Camden
SLATE SURFACED $2. Per Roll
until the parsonage has been put in
good repair.
' C. A. RANSOM
Camden Athletic Club vs West
527 Concerd Ave., CAMBRIDGE,
brook today at 3 p. m. standard.
MASS. Dept. M.
69-130
Everybody out for another good
game.
The Ha 11-Proctor wedding is on
and Camden is all set for the big af
fair. Extensive plans will be carried
out and the day is one to be long re
membered. The breakfast at Tndercliffe” is sure to be one of the
most magnificent affairs ever carried
We have added to our service
out in Camden.
equipment a complete
Mr. and Mrs. Henry T. Winters ol
Waterville were recent guests of
BATTERY STORAGE AND
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Light.
REPAIRING OUTFIT
Camden and surrounding popula
tion welcomes the beginning of the
Where we can take care of your
beautiful summer cruises of the
battery needs.
steamer 'Castine manned by her old
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
captain who knows Penobscot Bay
TIMES NEW BATTtillES AND
from A to Z. She starts Wednes
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
day morning. July 1 and will con
PARTS
tinue until further notice. Her route
is beyond doubt one of the most
By adding this equipment to our
beautiful on the coast and many
aervir.e station we have the moat
people have said it equals anything
complete and up-to-date service
in the world. < »ver blue waters and
station thia aide of Boston.
in the shadows of rich green moun
We do everything
tains the little steamer winds her
but paint your car
way in and out of the many islands
of all sizes which have given Penob
scot Bay her scenic value. People
who have never taken the trip have
missed one of the rarest treats ever,
and little do they realize what
beauty and accommodations we
587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 333
have in the vicinity of our own doorROCKLAND. ME.
yards. Here is the route schedule
11-S-tf
Leave Camden 8 a. m. Standard;
leave West Islesboro, 9 a. m.; then to
Northport Campground: arrive Bel
fast 10:10 a. m.; leave Belfast 10:30
NEW MAINE BOOKLET
a. m.: arrive Warren’s Landing
Islesboro: arrive Cape Rosier; arrive Is Now Being Distributed By Maine
Castine 12. noon. Return, leave Cas
Publicity Bureau—Good Publicity.
tine 1:15 p. m.: leave Cape Rosier
1:40 p. m.; leave Warren’s Landing
The first of the series of booklets
2 p. m.; leave Belfast 3 p. m.; leave which the State is publishing from
Northport: leave West Islesboro
arrive back at Camden. 5 p. m the appropriation made by the Legis
Compare C.Is with any such sail in lature lastSvinter, has just come off
the country and then tell what you the press and is ncv. being distributed
think of it.
by the State of Maine Publicity Bu
Mrs. Henry I). Storey entertained reau.
a few guests at an informal lunch
The booklet contains C8 pages ful
eon Friday noon in honor of Mrs of detailed and comprehensive infor
Elizabeth Gardiner of Calais who
mation concerning the State and U
visiting Mrs. Reuel Robinson.
unquestionably one of the best that
L. M. Chhndler. Frank Morrow and has ever been issued advertising the
Dr. Archibald Green were at the Ro State of Maine.
tary luncheon in Rockland yesterday.
The booklet describes the various
sections of the State, and is divided
into three parts. Pages one to 24 are
' devoted to seacoast, pages 24 to 48 to
the interior lake country, with the
exception of the two center pages.
, which are devoted to a map. This
map is one of the most unique yet
( issued, and ttye explanation thereon
states that it h s been prepared onl
( to enable the readers of the booklet to
locate the cities and towns of the
Everything
from
a
State.
milk stopper to the larg
All map details, such as highways
transportation lines, etc., have been
est churn and separator
omitted so as to avoid confusion. 1
is. listed in our 189 Page
order that the places on the ma
Catalog. Send for your
may be qui«£)y located by the strung
hr.a Copy.
Select de
er, it has a side index of letters and
sired items and buy of
a top and bottom index of numbers
and the key to the map is printed i
your Local K & W dealer
the back of the book.
Ho will use you right.
Copiesf ip Quantity for general dis
KENDALL & WHITNEY
tribution may be obtained through
Portland, Me.
Joseph P. Grenier, State printer, Au
(925)
gusta, and individual mailings will
l»e made by the .State of Maine Pub
licity Bureau, Portland, Maine, which
invites the people of Maine to send to
it addresses of any parties outside
of the State to whom they Would like
a copy of the booklet sent.

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette

Some dealers—not the better class—may offer
something just as good, Ballard’s is a Tablet,
not a powder. Easy to carry and take.
Free samples
<
BALLARD GOLDEN OIL CO.. OLDTOWN, ME.

Miscellaneous
DRAMATIC READING—Private and <'ass
instruction.
Fur terms call 173-M.
MRS.
EDITH CKASTU PITCHRR. 34 High fit.
4
77-88
SAXAPH0NE INSTRUCTION during sum
mer months by Mr Arey of Marston’s Or
cliestra.
THL. 815-4 or call at 85 VXION
ST
77*79
uSTlTED STATES^CUSTOMS-SERVICEiRockland, Maine, June 27, 1925.
Notice is hereby given of Seizure No 3353
at Rpekkmd, Maine, June 8, 1925 : 2 cans of
Alcohol and 1 motor boat—A-7418, ail for
violation of Par. 813 and Sections 593 and
594 of the Tariff Act of 1922.
Any person claiming above must appear at
the Custom House and file Ills claim within
twenty days from June 27, 1925.
CARL E. MILLIKEN.
77-S-83
Collector.
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, fdcot edg?
MISB KDITH A. LENPKST, 16 Dunn street.
Thomaston, Maine.
76*78
MARCELLING at iialf price.

Hours 9 a

nt. to 8 p m. MRS. ROSS, 43 James street.
76**81

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF WOOD. Birch
edgings per ft. fitted, $2.00. Very best dry
hard wood fitted per ft., $2.15; per cord,
$14 00. Soft wood slabs per ft. fitted, $1.50;
one-half cord $5 50. Stave edgings. 101 big
bundles, $1 00 SOUTH END W<X>D YARD.
(’. F Prescott, Manager. Tel. 462-J.
76*78

^NOTICE—Ott and after tills date 1 will pay
no bills other than those contracted by my
self. (T1ARLES B. WATTS. Warren. Me.
76-78
NOTICE—I will not pay any more bills
of my wife. Frances Beane, after tills date,
June 22. 1925
FRANK BEANE. Warren.
Maine.
76*78
NOTICE—On and after this date I will not
be responsible for any bills other than those
contracted by myself.
June 23, 1925. AR
THUR S_SM ALLEY.
75*77
TENT, 10x10, green and white striped can
vas has been used very little, a bargain if
taken at once.
A|»ply to ROCKLAND AWN
LNG ('0.,' next door north to Courier-Gazette
office.
75*7T
PIANO INSTRUCTION during summer by
pianist of SAM O SET HOTEL ORCHKS
TRA : elementary advanced : moderate terms ;
residence. Address D. FOWLER Sam O Set
Hotel.
75*80
GET YOUR GERMAN POLICE D0G&-Pups
at the Libby homestead Farm, come and see
them if you don t buy.
We leave the nicest
bunch of pups in the Country.
0 B. LIB
BY. Warren. Me.
Tel. 173-5
75*80
ARTESIAN WELLS DRILLED anywhere In
State.
Hare best equiptuent.
No damage
from fire.
Write for rates, long experience.
PEARL CROCKKETT. Brooks. Me
72*83

SHOE REPAIRING. AUTO TOPS repaired
and renewed.
ROCKLAND SHOE IMPAIR
ING CO . 11 School Street, Odd Fellows Block,
Rockland.
69 tf
HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTIHG—We are
prepared to execute your order for hemstitch
ing and picoting in the best possible wav.
We have just installed a new* Hemstitchlrfg
Machine
Leave your orders at our trim
ming department and they will be prompt'v
filled
FULLBR-COBB-DAVIS.
69 tf

BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired.
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
Tel. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 McLOUD ST.
57 tf
SEWING MACHINE needles for all makes
ROC KLAND HARDWARE CO , 498 Main St
55-tf

SEWING
MACHINES
A full line of late model
SINGERS
including the new

SINGER ELECTRIC
Free Demonstration
Your Machine Taken in
XS,.,

USED MACHINES
As Low as

$10.00
Repairs for All Makes
MACHINES RENTED

SINGER SEWING
MACHINE CO.
Bickr.ell Block.
Tel. 1072-W
ROCKLAND, MAINE

~JG*77

FOR SALE
My OAKLAND SIX-CYLINDER
SEDAN. Thoroughly overhauled;
new piston rings; good tires; good
paint. Mileage 12,886.
Low price. Cash, or any reas
onable terms at the option of (he
buyer. Am not selling this car
because it is worn out and want a
new one. I am going away and
desire to rent the garage at my
home, 57 Talbot Ave. Apply with
in ten days to
E. W. PIKE
73-77

For Sale
FOR SALE A white bob-tail saddle horse.
Price $109. Inquire of EARL W. DUNTON,
Rt.cki-»rt, Maine.
77-82
FOR SALE—Pigs. 19 weeks old. good
bred Mass. Stock
B. W. SAUNDERS. 38
Elm St . Camden, Maine
77*79
FOR SALE—Large threshing machine. In
good shape, cost $590, will sell for $149, if
taken at once. .1. H SIMONTON, Rockland.
77-S-tf
FOR SALE—Three thoroughbred registered
Holstein'bulls; one 3 years old; 1 yearling:
one calf 8 weeks old.
These are the best
b ed stock in the country—nothing better
obtainable
Can be seen at my farm in
Union, with papers.
GEORGE W. BACHELDER, Rockland.
77-82

LAWNMOWERS—Let ua overhaul and
sharpen your machine now.
We call for
and deliver.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO..
498 Main St
55-tf

FOR SALE—Standing grass; saw-rig with
2’4 h. p Maynard engine, price $75; also
lumber
HATTIE BURTON. R. I) 2, War
ren
Tel. 189-23 Tiromaston.
76*78
FOR SALE—Two now milch cows, one
AWNINGS MADE TO ORDER, prices rigut,
truck and wagon covers; tents, curtains, three years old and calf. (»EORGE WRIGHT,
76*78
flags, boat coverings and awnings a special ('lark Island
ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. I’ 0 Box
FOR SALE Underwood No. 5, good condi
141, Rockland. Maine.
50-tf
tion, nearly new tire, low mileage, see it
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge, at my office, Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
covered buttons, plaiting
PHYLIJS TOL- It S. SHERMAN
76 tf
MAN MORSE, 359 Main St.
Tel. 868 M
FOR SALE Hen pen and 25 hens FRANK
1-tf
DRAGO, 602 Main St.. Rankin Block.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
____________________ 73*77
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St
Mail
FOR SALE—Small business proposition,
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
good location, small capital required.
ROB
ERT COLLINS, 375 Main St.
Tel. 77
75-5 7
________
_____________________________
To Let
FDR SALE—Horse, sound, good worker;
TO LET—At 18 Lawrence St., July 2d 6- also new milch cow and a new jigger.
Apoom house with ell and garage.
Electric ply ORVILLE WOOD.
Tel 925.
75*77
ights
Nice location with sea View. Good
FOR SALE—Small hQtise lot on Ocean
neighbors.
W. A CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific Street.
Inquire at 32 OCEAN ST.
73*75
St.. Clt£.
77-79
FOR SALE—4 ft. clefted wood; furnace and
TO LET—Three furnished rooms with bath Are place wood; fitted wood, limbs and
and garage.
MRS A M. MOODY. 29 slabs delivered.
W. L. OXTON. West Rock
Franklin St.
77-79 port
Tel. Canulen 152-4.
73-tf
vT0 LET—Furnished room with modern con
FOR SALE—Medium heavy express wagon
veniences
97 UNION STREET
77-tf and
"JBurry.
------’L. F.
•' Cl
CHABE. 45 rMiddle St.
TO LET—Furnished rooms by day or week.
73-tf
BARBOUR. 41 Park Street.
77*79
FOR SALE—Mare, weight 1590} also 2Beech Hill Rock
TO LET— Front office on second floor. horse mowing machine
VESPER A. LEACH
FRED L. PARTRlDfiE, R. F. D..
75-tf port.
Rockland
72*80
TO LET—On Broadway 200 feet from Park
FOR SALE—1 Player piano, 1 upright
St a house witli 4 rooms and small ell.
Electric lights and wafer.
’kjw rent to the piano, both in fine condition—1 Edison phon
right party.
W. A. CLEVELAND 33 Pacific ograph. good as new. V F STUDLEY INC ,
St City.
Music Dcpt, Rockland. 283 Main St.
71-tf

FOR SALE—Double tenement house and
TO LET—Centrally located garage, low
ental. roomy Apply to W. P. BURPEE. 43 i [>arnHardwood floors, bath room. Gurney
Park ST.
Tel 552-W.
74*77 J01 water heater
All in good condition
Lot 249 feet on street. 135 feet deep, 12 nice
TO LET—Upstairs apartment, corner Union young fruit trees, raspberry and blackberry
and Grove street.
MRS. LANDERS. 100 bushes.
Handsome shade trees, one of the
Union St
Tel. 334-W.
72 tf best locations in town.
13 DUNN ST Thom
Phone 153-3 or 254-J Rockland.
TO LET—The Daggett house, 198 Rankin aston.
dreet
Suitable for small family of adults
Apply to MRS G. K. MERRILL, 399 Broad
FOR SALE—7 room house; Are place,
way.
n-Jf P.azza, city water. large barn; ♦ hen pens.
,a?d-near «>wn. Apply to WALTER
TO LET—Furnished 5-rootn cottage on
beautiful stretch of shore, one minute walk MORAN, <0 Beechwoods St , Thomaston.
from general store.
Purest drinking water. _________________ ___________________ 69*39
TEL. 975-M Rockland.
69-78
FOR SALE—A new Jewett coach with 4TO LET—(Hie furnished front room at 10 wheel hydraulic brakes and balloon tires.
This
is the latest Jewett production with the
PLEASANT ST
«9*tf
wonderful 55 h p. engine.
All hills are
$1415
TO LET—A good size modern house with the same height to this oar on high.
J. T. GAY. Waldoboro.
C4-tf'
space in good garage if desired.
Inquire delivered
at 12 KNOX ST.
Tel. 578-W
67 tf
S*LE—Oak dining sel, table. « (hairs,
TO LET—Two furnished apartments at La sideboard, china closet; also osteopathic taRosa, Grove street ; also apartment on Ook
f.a."y uurea,‘. store sign
HUS
60-tf
St
ERNEST C DAVIS, at Fuller Cobb Da TON-TI TILE ROOK CO.
vis
67-tf
FOR SALE—Stahley House—Haa 1C rooms,
TO LET—Furqished room with bath.
il - hath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
lmprovemehts; one of file best locations In
MASOXfC ST
___________ 51 -1 f
; ln flr.st class condition throughout,
o’ nnr 7e,lei’HONE 23T-J, 28 SPRING ST.
Summer Cottages and Board Kocklaml,
Me.
53-tf
TO LET— Four room furnished cottage with
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood delivered
fireplace; also boat and garage at Lake Me- anywhere, also lumber.
T J. CARROLL
gunticook. Camden.
L. A THURSTON. 463 Thomaston. R. F. D
Tel. 263-21 Rockland’
Old Comity Road. Rockland
77*82
*_____________________________ 47-lf
TO LET—7-room furnished cottage, elec
FOR SALE—9-roum nouse; but water heat
tric llglits. water.
TEL. 993 or call at 76
CRESCENT STREET.
77 89 cement eeliar; modern Improvements; large
w.
. X*w krocery business well stocked.
37-tf
TO LET—Cottage at Cooper’s Beach. MRS. M. G MTRNEV. 3 Park St.. Camden.
WILLIAM fcUFKJIN Tel 715 J or 919.
FOR SALE—My home at 24 Pleasant St.
___ ____________________________
76-78 _
All modern.
LIZZIE F HAHN
62-tf
TO LET—July 1, house on 26 Florence
street, 4 rooms, flush closet, shed
Adults <mF0.R SALE—Residence or the late Cant
(harles fc. Hall, Middle 8t Helghta
ABonly. Inquire at 41 PULTON STREET or THUR
L. OHNK. 417 Main 8t. R^Jklaod
Tel. 213-2 »____________________
70-tf
«7-«f
TO LET—The Pines Cottage at JMlrror
FOR SALE—('ul flowers, hardy plants,
Lake for weekends or season. High and dry
amo.ig the pines
Beautiful view of lake bulbs, hardy miles, floral sprays, pillows,
and mountains.
Pure air and water. A wreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
Expert workmanship.
Free delivery any
doctor Is out of InislnesB here.
W. A
CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific street, Rockland, where in Knox County. CLARK'S FLOWER
SHOP,
382
Main
St
opposite
Thorndike HoMe
76-78
TO LET—Cottage with garage at Crescent
Beach
VE.SPER A. LEACH.
75 tf
TO LET—New cottage at Megunticook Ap
plyy V. F STUDLEY.
75-77
TO LET—Two furnished cottages at Pleas
ant Beach by week, month or season. MRS
H II STOVER, 429 Forest Ave., Portland,
Mt._________
75 tf
TO LET—Cottage at Crescent Bench for
the month of August. Apply to C. A ROSE
CO, Rockland, Maine.
50-tf

T‘*’ D’-in W

FOR SALE—Farm near Rockiaud, in good
cultivation, real money maker.
L.
p
CHASE. 45 Middle St.
Tel 665-2
35-tf
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND ERRANDS
done promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. O HAltADEN. Tel. 156 M or 629-J.

——---------- —-

■

'2:

Used Cars

FORD ROADSTER, lute 132:1 model for
sale, tlr.it class condition.
FHiKI-ltOOF
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’s G-MtAl.K, Mr. McMann
T6»:s
Island, 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
FIVE PASSENGER MOON TOURING CAR
location close by shore.
Garage and out In tlrsi Class condition
Price right
tn a.
buildings, water In house.
Acre and hair Ply n, BOX 2tU. Kocknorl
7rAP, 1
of land.
Fine place for stimiper home.
At
a bargain.
Address DR I. B. GAGE, At
FORD ■/, TON TRUCK.
body, all £
lantlc. Me
57*tf good slnipe. can huv at right price • also
Dodge ..iim lb. truck newly painted stake
SUMMER BOARDERS—Accommadatlons for body, extra long, looks like new.
Meel InThree Crow Lily Chop Formosa eight. One shore prlvtlege In Cushing, eally perfect
CONSOLIDATED BAKING
Maine. Address EMERY B HART. Thomm- Stwl. a,,,t
Ste
MaeAllIater
or«Mr
Tea, with Ice and Lemon.—adv.
ton, Me.
40-tf

75
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Tuesday
Issue

Budget Collection Now $>7^6
la addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE ........................................

770

Gen. and Mrs. H. M. Lord arrived
Friday morning and are at their
Martinsville summer home.
A Summer Play
forming tit which >,
read modern plays,
ing will be Held at t
Adriel Bird. Liniero
pesilay Alternoon at

Miss Elizabeth Morey has gone to
Kennebunk for the summer where
she has a position as linotype oper
ator with the Watson Star Print.
1 Mrs. Nora Smalley Porter of Chel
sea and Mrs. Carrie Achorn of Rock
port were weekend guests of E. A.
Rhodes, Knowlton street. This is
Mrs. Porter's first visit in ten years
in this vicinity, making her home
with her daughter. Mrs. Maude Finn
Ih Chelsea.

$ Miss Kathleen Walsh is spending
Iiart of her vacation at Criehaven,
the guest of Miss Etta Brown.

Rev. John Holman, pastor of the
Advent church at Keezar Falls, and
Dr. Taylor, formerly of this city,
called on friends here Thursday, on
their way to Sunshine to attend the
convention.

Miss Anna Coombs left Knox Hos
pital yesterday and for the present is
stopping with Mrs. John S. Banlett,
Jr., at The Bicknell.
Miss Barbar M. Cowan of Brewer
in visiting Mr. and Mrs. II. G. Cole
fpr ten days.
Dr. and Mrs. AV. H. Armstrong are
spending ’he weekend in Concord, N.
H„ guests of their daughter Rhandena. They will return home Mon
day.
Mrs. Hervey C. Allen and children
Robert, Hervey and Patricia of Port
land are guests for the summer of
Mrs. Allen's mother, Mrs. Ava Lawrv
at the Copper Kettle. Mr. Alien will
spend his weekends in this city.

Charles Clements and grandson
Clement Woodard of Roslindale,
Mass., were guests Wednesday of Mr.
Clement’s niece. Mrs. Clifford Mel
vin. Willow street.
Mrs. Elmer
Bardee
(Beatrice
House) and son, Robert Elmer, arflved yes'.-./i-.y from Port ait Prince
to be guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert H. House.
Dr. and Mrs. Carl W. Moffitt of
Dorchester, Mass., are at the Moffitt
homestead, on Broadway, where
they will spend a portion of the
slimmer.

THAT

—Nature
Afield.

something

rom

Worth While
TO SEE

Volume 80

THREE CENTS A COPY

The Budget
Previously reported ..................
A friend and well wisher, Cam
den ..............................................
H. N. Brazier, Glencove ........
Collections June 20 ..................
Collections June 2J ..................

Number 78,

Total to

News and Notes

HEWETT’S

On invitation from Mrs. Winifred
B. Simonds of Rockport, a member
of our Academy, we visited her won
derfully beautiful (lower gardens last
week. Iler collection of iris, at that
time in full bloom, is without doubt
V, l
the largest in Knox county, contain
ing some 200 named varieties and
many new hybrids of her own pro
duction. She geneiously gave us the
following varieties to set out in the
Arboretum, and promised us more:
Light yellow, Flaveseena; white,
Mrs.
Horace
Darwin:
yellow
and maroon. Darius: pink. Queen
May; gray and maroon, Gipsy
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 1). Taber of Queen: dark ldue, Siberica orientalist
FOUR JOLLY FELLOWS Mattapan,
Mass., are summer guests light blue, name unknown.
of their daughter, Mrs. A. W. Foss
Will Tell the World Today Beech street.
We have recently received from an
About Community Chest
Auburn member of the Academy, Miss
Elsie Small, the following plants for
At Hewett’s.
our Arboretum:
Several one-flow
THE BEST FITTING SHOE
ered pyrolas (in bloom), the rare little
A charming bit of artistry is to he
grape fern (Botrychium ramosum),
seen today in the northern display
several closed gentians, a rattlesnake
window of the AV. O. Hewett Co.
fern and rattlesnake plantain (an or
store.
It takes tlie form of four
chid).
iTf
(or men
sturdy exponents of Community
♦ ♦ * •
1
i f
women
Chest, a sailor, a pirate, a Boy Scout
The azaleas have been $n full bloom
and a clown.
The worn was done
the past week. Two showy lady’s
Giites support
slippers, the pitcher plant and wild
by John Newman of the Hewett
cala lily are now in ’doom.
staff and lie gave his marked genius
to the foot
• ♦ » »
full play.
The figures are life size
and the expressions are so plainly
We
have
received
three beautiful
The flexible arch of the CAN
registered to cause comment.
Each
green tourmalines (Auburn) and
TILEVER Shoe fits snugly and
has a chest prominently displayed
smoky quartz crystals (Knox county)
supports the arch of the foot
and a verse which expresses his sen
from Orel E. Davies; cocoa seeds
without restraining circulation
timents will
later appear.
Next
(Jamaica), live oak from I.’. S. sloop
or easy foot action.
week the big placards will be dis
of war Sabine, broken up in Bockplayed In prominent places and will
land harbor in 1887, and piece of bark
do their part In advertising the
from the old elm that blew down on
merits of Community Chest.
Boston 'Common in 187G, from Mrs.
The sailor in his natty ldue. sets
Alfred Strout of Thomaston; a fine
nonchalantly on a spile as he tosses
mounted specimen of the evening
his bit into Community Chest and
grosbeak, with glass globe, gift of
si nits:
Mrs. W. B. Simonds.
I’m a sailor lad and mighty glad
* * * »
To be among your guests
And incidentally while I'm here
There were visitors Sunday from
Hein out on Community Chest.
Hope, Bockport, Camden, Rockland,
The CANTILEVER affords re
Tite pirate is certainly a hard look
Thomastort, Warren, Cushing and St.
lief to suffering feet—and. if
ing customer and out-Kids the old
George.
worn in time, keeps good feet
captain himself.
Hang onto your
well.
N. W. Lermond, Director.
pocketbook as you look upon his
blood-thirsty features and read his
Supervisors of public kindergartens
message:
are provided separately in 59 cities,
A pirate brave hack from the grave
according to data collected by the
To cause a little jest.
L E. BLACKINGTON
And while Cm here I'll about a cheer
Department of the Interior, Bureau
For Rockland's Community Clwst.
Boots, Shoes,
of Education.
In Hit) other cities
The clown appears to be caught in
Clothing, Furnishings
supervisors are employed for tiie
the midst of his circus antics as he
kindergarten and the primary grades
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
quotes:
together.

Northern Window

Those Fellows will Work for

Community Chest”

Cantilever

'J

I’m only a down that’s come to town
And to you good peop’e suggest
That there never was a bi’tvr cause
Than your Community Chest.

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw of
The Boy Scout in full uniform at
North Haven, who have been visit
ing relatives in the city, returned salute says:
Oh Boy ! What a joy
home Tuesday.

,<Opening

To. be among the beat.
Doing all we can

L. A .W. Clark and Miss Nettie
For Community Cheat. .
Waltz of Damariscotta Mills were in
The fine bits of advertising mat
the city yesterday.
ter are so out of the ordinary that
they are -bound to be of great value
iMr. and Mrs. Ralph Kirk and sons in speeding the chest campaign on its
brtlett and James M.. of Alma way.
Too much credit cannot be
lontana, and Mrs. A. A. Bezac of given Mr. Newman for hard work and
lunning, Neb. are guests of J. M. to the Iiewett Co. for contributing
fcrtlett, South Thomaston, where the time of a valuable man.
hey will remain until fall. Another
aughter, Mrs. Allan Kidd, and her
Mr. and Mrs. AV. Scott Clevelam
on, of Omaha, Neb., are expected in motored to Portland today afte
spending a short time with thei
niece, Mrs. C. 11. Morey. They wen
Misses Harriet Hall, Sarah Hunter accompanied by Mrs. Morey am
and Doris Plummer, this year’s daughter Eleanor who will visit rela
graduates of Gorham Normal School tives in Portland.
are at the Hall cottage. Point Thorn
dike, where they will spend the
Rev. O. AV. Stuart if
weekend.
fractional part of his i
week and is out of lawn,
Miss Clemice Blackington will be
the guest of Miss Helen Swan, Sey
Mrs. Henry E. Edwards of Jackmour, Conn.
son, Mich., accompanied by her
mother, Mrs. Emily S. Abbott and
Mrs. A. N. Vannah is confined to the Rodney I. Weeks, have arrived by
home of her daughter, Mrs. Brainerd train and opened their attractive
Simmons, 63 Willow street, where summer home Ledgmere at Asli
she is being cared for by Mrs. Sid Point. «Mr. Edwards and his daugh
ney Thompson.
ter iMrs. Weeks and her two children
are making the trip in automobile
Mrs. Guy Peaslee and sons Robert by the Canadian route and are ex
anil Harold, are spending a few days pected to arrive at Ledgmere to
with her sister, Mrs. Arthur St. morrow.
This means two more
Clair,/Trinity street.
After visiting dally players at the Country Club
relatives and friends they will re both Mr. Edwards and Mr. Weeks
turn to their home in Washington.
being ardent golfers.

Bobbed hair is even more in fash
ion this year than last, according to
the Dry Goods Economist. The new
chts feature the hair cut in a short
point at the nape of the neck,
straight over the ears, with hang.
This style is worn uncurled. The
bpb with the hair drawn straight
back from the forehead and waved
is also fashionable.
In addition
there is a marked tendency toward
hair drawn straight back from the
forehead find oft the ears with coil
at the nape of the neck. Hairdress
er are seldom worn, but instead
small tight fitting turbans of metal
cloth or jeweled nets, frequently
wlth a Russian tiara brim are seen.

Notes

Hon. E. L. Cleveland and his son
Leigh are here on an automobile
trip from Houlton, stopping at the
Cleveland Cottage at Mirror Lake
They'will return home Tuesday.

2

M. A. Brewer

Brewer Stock Co
UNDER

AND

BROAD

STREETS

VISIT AND SEE A MODERN THEATRE
UNDER

LATE PLAYS

h,

.

draw from th
also opened thetlve work, partic
civic-educational

M

H
I WI^L^B

aligned itself with kik i
milk lunch, physical edtt^PH
the schools, better lightmBP
physical equipment in the Several
buildings, co-operating with the
school authorities in making im
provements in many instances.
Last year with the election of Mrs.
Over
John H. Flanagan as president the
Association broadened its endeavor,
you thi*,
and began what looked like a long,
that unless
uphill drive towards an equipment
fund for the new High School gym. I
quantity basi.-W
All last summer Mrs. Flanagan and
afford.
Yet yl
f- J
a devoted dozen assistants operated
dollars
a
month.
J
the refreshment booth at the Broad
way Athletic Field, and no day was
Compare it with
too hot to keep them away. They
sold ice cream, bottled soda, sand
food, shelter, coal.^wB
wiches,' candy and various confec
taxes, education, automoo
tions, and brought their treasurer’s
figures steadily upward toward the
clothing—it’s the smallest
first quarter of their $2000 goal.
of them all.
During the week of the Elk’s Circus
the Association operated a booth and
fared well. Their monopoly of the
Community and School Improvement
Association sales privllegge at the
Broadway field had shown them cooperators and at an early meeting
this last fall they were invited to
share the work and the profits of
Community Fair with the men—
their part to go into the gymnasium,
the men’s funds to he invested in the
athletic field. This offer was cheer-' |
fully accepted and resulted in the
biggest money raising affair, outside
of a drive, ever held in this city.
Over $5000 was grossed and each
beneficiary netted over $1500, so the
loyal group attained their $2000 ob
jective.
The scope of the work of the local
association is almost limitless. In
the first place, it concentrates on
home issues and problems rather
than affiliating with the national or
ganization, getting a lot of big ideas,
tilting at windmills. It has thus fatfound a rather formidable array of
home obstacles to be overcome. One
otthe plans under consideration Is for
the establishment, of some sort of a
closer relationship 1,etween teacher
and eitizen so that the young man
and young woman teacher coming in
AUGUSTA, MAINE
from outside will cease to be a
stranger and become a welcome
member of a hundred social circles.
There are several other projects in
which the Association hopes to be
will be used. Feats on sale at the
able to co-operate with the schools
box office. Popular prices will pre
and school authorities.
vail.—adv.

This is the kind of busin^^Hi
ings of $1550 in 1899 to ov
paid dividends continuously for i.
you become a partner in when you
Stock of Central Maine Power Company.

Why not send in the coupon and let ust
formation about this Company and its security?

A TENT

Without any obligation whatesend me more information about
pany. 1 understand that Qtis
under no obligation whatever.
Name

Address

STRAND THEATRE

Local interest has been aroused
over the announcement that Gladys
Klark and her company will appear
at Strand Theatre next Wednesday
und Thursday, She lias chosen one
of the greatest laugh vehicles that
has been produced in the last five
years, a play that is making thou
sands of blase .Broadway theatre
goers rock In their chairs with
laughter. If you are looking for an
evening of unalloyed pleasure filled
with the sort of spontaneous laugh
ter that makes you give forth one
joyous howl of mirth after the other
you’ll find it in “Her Temporary
Husband.” Not so many years ago
tlie smaller towns had to wait for
years, sometimes, before they were
able to witness plays that were
reigning successes in New York or
on tour. Times have changed, Miss
Klark will offer during her stay in
Rockland nothing but the latest
Broadway successes. A model dra
matic company, in which each und
every member is a skilled artist of
many year's experience, surrounds
Miss Gladys Klark. Miss Klark is a
charming actress, dainty and con
vincing and her success has been one
of the most commented upon theat
rical topics of the present year.
Many high class specialties will
be introduced, and special scenery

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

TODAY
BUCK JONES

3 DAYS ONLY a
WED., JULY 1, THURS., JULY 2
POSITIVELY THE HIGHEST CLASS ORGANIZATION
APPEARING AT POPULAR PRICES

THE TRAIL RIDER
The Great Circus Mystery1
PRESENTS

Monday-Tuesday

“THE
ROUGHNECK”
—With—

THE GLADYS KLARK CO.
THE 3-ACT SIDE-SPLITTING COMEDY

George O’Brian
By Robert W. Service

—With—

Billy Dove, Harry Morey

HIGH

CLASS

VAUDEVILLE

Also Eighth Chapter of

“IDAHO”

POPULAR PRICES
SEATS ON SALE AT THE BOX OFFICE

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

UP TO DATE SPECIALTIES

TWO SHOWS IN

COUPON

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta, Maine

Central Maine
Power Co.

“THE LITTLE
FRENCH GIRL”

ONE

—With—

hEATRF

EDWARDS PLAYERS

Coming to Park Theatre early in
July Mae Edwards and her popular
players. In the latest Broadway suc
cesses. All new scenery and electri
cal effects. Six acts of vaudeville
and a celebrated 8-piece jazz or
chestra. Miss Edwards needs no In
troduction to the theatre going pub
lic, for she will be remembered for
her excellent work here last season
in “Adam and Eva,” ‘‘Sacrifice” and
Minnie Cobb is at North "Tlie Moth." Among the plays to he
produced are. "Dangerous Innocent,”
for a month's stay.
"The Painted Lady." "Fear.” "Little
Between the hours of fi and 7.30 Miss Light Fingers," and “So This
Thursday evening 125 Well pleased is London."adv.
patrons partook of the nice supper
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
served In the Congregational vestry
Owing to the first day of our Sale
under the direction of Mrs. Elonia
Tuttle. At each plate was a pink being so stormy, we will give our
carnation anil in tlie center of eaclt customers the benefit of one more
table was a large bouquet of peonies. day and continue the sale Monday.
Mall orders will be filled
The menu consisted of cold meats June 29.
escallopeil potatoes, salads, rolls all day Monday.
E. B. Hastings & Co.
jellies and strawberry shortcake.
•The discussion of Hie meal was
made doubly congenial by the pre
sentation of a continuous entertain
ment program, with these numbers:
Plano selections, Miss Katherine
Buffttm; vocal solo, Miss Beulah
Rokes (gowned in Japanese cos
The MARINS
tume); humorous reading.
Mrs.
Grace Rollins; contralto solo, Mrs.
Have opened their Beauty Par
Lydia Storer; piano duet. Mrs. Faitli
lors at the SamOset
Berry and Miss Katherine Buffum:
contralto solo, Mrs. Nettie Bird
Specialty: Permanent Waving;
Trost; piano solo. Miss Kathryn F.
also Face Treatment with the
Hooper: aesthetic dance, Miss Mary
New Vapor System
TVasgatt: bedtime story, as told by
“Dean" Hull and Ih. strated by Jack
Black, The entertainment was In
charge of Mrs. E. L. Brown.

BA

GLADYS KLARK COMING

THURSDAY, JULY

PARK

was

MARY BRIAN
TWO SHOWS TODAY

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45 DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

MAE EDWARDS PLAYERS IN BROADWAY \
PLAYS THE SUPREME SUCCESS OF
SUCCESSES

WELCOME HOME”

TODAY
YOUR LAST CHANCE TODAY TO SEE

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE with

LOIS WILSON
‘Playing With Souls,” All Star Cast

Ten Nights in
a Bar Room

MONDAY-TUESDAY

ADDED FEATURE PICTURE

“THAT

DEVIL

QUEMADO”

—With—

FRED THOMPSON

Announcement

RICARDO CORTEZ.
JETTA GOUMLawNQAM BEERY

<2

MONDAY-TUESDAY

(jhmmount (picture

COMED

Based on the stage success "The Square Peg"

Claire Williams and William Haines
A Motion Picture with a Stirring Message of Marriage.
A METRO-GOLDWYN PICTURE
COMEDY

NEWS

“THF
FLOW
GIR1
NEWt

From the nt

man can make me love him,” says

(Utiful aociety heiress.

And then

Its "The Spaniard," the 1925 Shiek.

they clash—there’s ACTION

Teen play by J. T. O’Donohoe

COMING TO PARK THEATRE, WEL L OF
JULY 6th

Every-Other-Day

irday, June 27, 1925.

I. H. CRIE & CO., Hardware
456

ROCKLAND,

MAIN STREET,

ME.

FARMING TOOLS
nar
upon
strings,
and east
Ing captivated her
the first. Walter
his audience by his
and wonderful singing.
Its selections were enthusiasFtically received, while his singing ol
Negro spirituals brought down the
*urge house. As Mr. Chapman and the
Hame- artists came down the aisle, the
throng audience rose as one and gave them
hearty applause.
Everyone was
ers of the Pic- happy and William R. Chapman was
Handers, all Scotch perhaps the happiest person of all
the Provinces and in the success of the undertaking so
■ng
Maine, soliciting dear to his heart as the Aroostook
the destitute conditions. Festival.”
! strike ot the Pictou I
....
Miss
Madeline
Conant
is a
• • • •
I Presque Isle girl. Among thc cilp’e foregoing bl ings'to my mind pings my uncle sent me was one
concert I heard the Scotch Kilt- covering a letter which he had writ
<of Westbrook) give In Portland ten to the editor of the Star-Her
preceding a performance of “The ald. Uncle Ed may not be crazy
Master of Ballantre” at the Jeffer about me quoting him, but he is a
Bilbro son Theatre. The Kilties marched great music lover and a very keen
Bayley through the streets, clad in their student of the art, and it is always
Bilbro
picturesque garb, to the strains of interesting to hear the expression
Lynes the bagpipe, fife and drum, nnd ln of such a person first hand. He
front the theatre gave a concert. It wrote:
Bilbro
was a fascinating sight, although I
“The festival was wonderfully fine
a Blaisdell
cannot say It was an inspiring from every standpoint, and our smart
.............. Ba’fr sound.
Tlieir plaids, were the women of Aroostook who were
................... May brightest and gayest, and their
charged with putting it over covered
atson
......................... Bilbro fluttering streamers (I suppose there themselves with honor as was to be
........................... Lemont Is a Scotch name for these) were expected. I think, too, that the peo
Harriet Moran
likewise.
Although Scotch blood ple of Presque Isle In particular and
lay Party ..........................
Williams
flows in my veins, I fear there must of Aroostook in general should be
Beisie Critch .
,__ w of the RushingStream ................. Risher be enough of other strains to off pardonably proud of the splendid
he Rosy Morn ......................................... Ritter set it, for I cannot honestly say that
work of Miss Conant, who rendered
Gertrude Simmons
Bt Duet—Curly Lock* Waltz
.......................Orth I am very keen about the bagpipes. (, her difficult numbers so acceptably
Harriet Moran, Ruth Teel
have
The whining and droning and [t was not much short of singing at
Maria .......... Bach-Gounod wheezing of these weird instruments onc o( the big festivals; indeed, 1
'the old Violin Solo—Are
Cynthia Wasgatt
' ago a child Over the Waves ................................... Schaefer doesn't spell M-U-S-I-C to me. but have heard soome ot the festival
Itary blossom Tho Clowns Dance ................................... Ha‘ch yet the Scotch blood In me thrills vocalists sing before a smaller
Maurice Duncan
field in that Sweetheart .................................................
Risher at the sight of the gay kilties and I j crowd than that faced by Miss ConIn searching my Spring is Here ......................................... Risher am inspired at their band when thelan{, m,t with a rich well modulated
Barbara Blaisdell
members go through their various voice and good poise, she sang
peription, as they
Duet —The Dancing Gypsy ..................... Paldi antics. Antics really isn’t the word. mOst acceptably and was much ap"Spring Beauty"
Bessie Critch, Kathleen Nosworthy
for their performance is anything predated by the great audience
I had all mistaken Spring’s Jubilee ................./................Krentzlln
Gertrude Phillips
but humorous.
I cannot describe And. too, her evening numbers on
[cture of Polygala Barcarolle, from
“Tales of Hoffman”..........
Ictly like the blos.............................................................. Offenbach what they do—It is more or less aij t;le program followed those of Mis."
acrobatic drill done chiefly by the Wilson, the accomplished soprano
Myrtle Sprague
feen calling "Spring
the Cornfields ..................... Krentzlln drummers, all the time playing, and soioist, which made it especially
description of the Through
Dancing In the Sunbeams..................... Sharpe
it is the personification of grace. pard, but she arose to the occasion
or Claytonia is
Kathleen Nosworthy
ything I have ever The Acrobat ............................................... Glider The Army Band which played In an(j Witl, but a single chorus numbei
Willis Sullivan. Harold Halligan
Postofflce Square a few weeks ago I intervening did her work well and
eally like to know if Minuet hi G ...
............................ Beethoven
gave a demonstration along these carrled off well deserved apiriause.'
Cynthia Wasgatt
E»f Spring Beauty here
• • . •
Festival ..................................... Franke lines in their opening number, only
where they can be Harvest
Humoresque ............................................. Dvorak It did not have the picturesqueness
m|S8
Marianne
Crockett
has
found.
June Brewer
of the Kilties.
changed her plans to come to hei
Woodland
Spell
....................................
Krentzlin
I cannot now explore the fields and
• • • •
Harold Halligan
Rockland home and is to remain in
woods as I once did, and there are no Fur Ellse ............................................. Beethoven
In an exchange of letters with Syracuse to enjoy the rare oppor
Vivian Hall
roamers in my vicinity who can give
Mrs.
Ogarita
Rose
Rugg.
who
is
tunity to study with Dean Butler oi
Spring Festival ....................... Lichner
me the information I so often seek. Duet —
to be Mr. O'Hara's assisting soloist the pyracUse College of Fine Arts
Gertrude Phillips, Margaret Thomas
It seems to me that even the children Tarantella .................................................... Lynes at his coming organ recital, the song she will come home, however, earl) I
Willis Sullivan
nowadays do not care to wander in
Trees" by Rasbach was mentioned ,n August and expects to teach while I
Fantasia from “Martha” ....................... Flotow
the woods and fields as children did
—the words are the beloved poem here.
Mildred Sprague
formerly, and as for grown persons Nocturne ............................................. Krentzlln of Joyce Kilmer. JIrs. Rugg sang
• • • •
Gladys Alley
—I have not known one since Nellie
There is no feat more difficult!
Duet—Rosetta ............................................. Baiun this song at a very elaborate tree
Tolman went away, who will go into
dedication in Cambridge Court, and than extracting knowledge about oui
Vivian Hall. Marion Teel
thc woods for the mere pleasure of it. Fantasia from Faust”...............Gounod-Krug
Joyce Kilmers mother was present taiPnted people who have sought!
Margaret
Thomas
When they do go, which is but sel Barchetta ...................................................... Nevin and read the poem before lt was ot|ier fields and there become mori I
dom, it is on a berrying trip, and
Marion Teel
sung. Mrs. Rugg was made proud piftc(i an<j successful. When I be-1
they always want a gang along be Duet—Caprice........................... Seymour Smith and happy when Mrs. Kilmer told gan this column I thought. “What a I
Margaret Thomas Miss Stahl
her that she had never heard the lot of things I will have to tell th< I
cause they are afraid of cows or
0 • • •
song rendered more beautifully and Rockland people about Lottie Me-1
snakes, or because “it is so lonesome
Tuesday Evening
sympathetically.
Laughlin. Elizabeth Carini, Mildred!
in the pastures all alone.”
Trio—Gavotte..................................... Sattelraair
• • • •
Clark. Marianne Crockett, Ogarita I
One who really loves nature is
Elizabeth Creighton, Barbara Elliot
The poets whose soul-birth oc Rose Rugg. Cecil Copping, and I
never “alone" in the woods. There
Irma Fickett
are more things to see and enjoy La Gitana ........................................... Krentzlln curred during the turbulent war others.” But I have had really ver> I
Silent Night ................................................ Lillet times have most naturally heen little to tell you about those gifted I
than can be found at any moving
Edith Keller
picture show, and of a more whole The story by the Mouse ............................ Lynes given keen attention. No doubt people. The great trouble is they I
Irma Fickett
their songs have taken on a are so very modest. Mrs. Ruggj
some kind too. The whole Dodges Duet—Sylphids Waltz
.......................... Franke greater significance and
poignancy writes to me, ‘T don’t like to talk I
Mountain is one vast picture, and
Mildred Demmons. Elizabeth Crdghtnn
I there is life and motion everywhere, The Banners Wave March ................. Williams than if written in times of peace, about myself.” I have had to forct I
Douglas Walker
yet I think if 1 read Joyce Kilmer’s Mr. O’Hara to give me notes on hit I
lit you only care to look for it. Lift Narcissus ......................................................
Nevin
poems, and did not know’ he wae a musical training and experience tf I
■tp a stone almost anywhere and sit
Barbara Elliot
war-poet, they would
he invested get me in line for his approaching I
lie down beside it, and you will Duet—tiylvana Gavotte ............................. Hein;
Katherine Creighton. Mildred Sprague
with as much beauty and exquisite- concert. And there you are ! Great I
find interesting things there which Mazurka ............................................... Krentzlln
ness. I wonder what his art would people, the people who accomplish!
Elizabeth Creighton
you never knew existed.
been spared— things, are always modest and re-1
Duet—-Melody in F............................. Rubinstein have become had he
• • • •
Elizabeth Creighton. Edith Keller
he was barely 32 and his gift had tiring, hut if they could only know I
To
a
Wild
Rose
....................................
MacDowell
From the top of Dodge’s Mountain
not begun to ripen.
Many of his how the home folks love to heat I
To the Rising Sun ................................ Torjussen
one can see land in ten or twelve
loveliest poems were dedicated to about them—about their successet |
Katherine Creighton
different towns, besides a distant Trio—Overture to “Marriage of Figaro” t
his wife. Aline. One of them, and their experiences, how proud wf [
.............. Mozart
view of the White Mountains on a Ruth.................................................
Clark, Martha Wasgatt. Marlon Clark “Slender Your Hands,” has been put are of them, and how dear they seem I
clear day, especially in autumn. I Spin! Spin ................................................... Rossi into a song by Alexander MacFad- to us—it seems to me, to employ!
Etta Mitchell
yen. from the publishing house of slang, they would loosen up a bii |
have often wondered that more peo
Brillante ................ Flplssner
Oliver Ditson Co. The review says: more.
ple do not visit this place, especially Duo—Polonaise
Marlon Green,'Miss Stahl
“summer people,” for there are 'at The Butterfly ........................................... Merkel “The poem in itself is essentially
Anna
Richardson
least two routes where a compara
musical and invites tonal expresMiss Crockett is without question I
Duet—Marche Slave ................. Tschaikowsky
sion. its delicacy, however, de- one of
most ambitious girl: I
tively easy road to the top might be
Elizabeth Duncan, Miss Stahl
made, one of which was formerly Sextette from “Lucia” ........... Donizetta Krug mands the touch of a composer of Rockland has ever sent into the field!
Margaret
Everett
used by owners of the land and only Duet—'March from “Tannhauser’* .. Wagner more than ordinary gifts. Happily It of music. Ever since I have known!
fell into the hands of sucii a com- jier 8he has possessed a fixed deterneeds repairing. The highest point
Eleanor Bird, Ruth Clark
of the mountain is called “The Look Song of Rest ......................................... Barnard poser In the person of Alexander mination to have a thorough musiElizabeth Duncan
MacFadyen. who has here written caj training, and she is getting it yov I
out” and is just above the Charles Duo—Concert piece
................................. Weber
one of Ills best songs.”
may be sure. And she isn’t sitting I
Sherer farm, now known as the
Helen Merry, Miss Stahl
• • • •
i hack waiting for the dollars to roll |
Anderson farm. There is an old cart Spring’s Greeting........................................Lynes
Annie Dunn
My uncle. E. L. Cleveland of in to help the good cause along
road, or the remains of one, all Kamtnnol Ostrow ........................... Rubinstein
Houlton, read my appeal in this When she needs some money, she I
John Mclnnes
along the ridge and I think it con
............................... Lysberg column and sends an account of the earns it; she is a worker and keep: !
nects with the first-mentioned road Duo—La Baladlne
Annie Dunn, Miss Stahl
somewhere near the Dodge farm, but Butterfly .................................................. Lavalee Music Festival under the direction of I moving. At Syracuse she has taken,
William Rogers Chapman. The re- both piano and voice, and the pas:
Helen Merry
I am not certain about this. I *know
—Overture to “Der Freischutz”
view appeared in
the Pioneer, winter found her in the concert field |
connections could easily be made, for Quartette
.................................................................. Weber
I have traversed the whole vicinity Martha Wasgatt, Ruth Clark. Margaret Everett Houlton’s newspaper, and beads as acting as accompanist and vocalist I
with fine success. Now that sum-1
follows:
Miss Stahl
in former years and climbed the
• • • ♦
“Perhaps never before, certainly mer has come, when she must b< I
mountain at all possible points
not in many years, has Aroostook tired with the strenuous winter’.11
By the Pupils of Miss Noyes
• • • •
The pupils of Mrs. Leola Flint experienced such a day as this of work, does she come home to rest'd
I have heard many persons say
the Music Festival at Littleton No. she hears of this opportunity tol
they wanted to go up to the “look Noyes were presented in a piano re Campgrounds.
with
Dean
Butler, and|
To begin with, it study
out,” but dreaded the, climb. If one cital at the vestry of the Universa was a perfect day.
The immense promptly avails horse* of it. 1
goes on foot, straight yup the side of list church on Thursday evening, as auditorium, holding 2.000 persons In inspiring to see anyone with such I
the mountain, it really is a some sisted by Mrs. Gladys St. C. Morgan, a beautiful setting of trees, was filled ambition, and needless to say thr I
what fojcnihiable climb.^but there i contralto. In spite of the inclement w’ith folk from every walk of life. best wishes of the home people are|
much easier way. Go straight up weather there was a good attend
People came from Calais and from with her In all her undertakings.
^mruntain rot*d. pass the chapel. ance, and the parents and friends who
kcome to a pair of bars and made the effort to be present were
Schumann |
kin the roa\i
Leave your well repaid by the creditable manner in which the young pupils played Minuet .................................................
Ruth Sylvester
their numbers. Mrs. Noyes deserves Pollih Dance .................................. Scharwcnka 1
re, then waij^ through two
much credit for her teaching which Thc/Mill ..................................................... Saroui |
[and these are not very
Thelma Blark’rgton
and familiar one that we generally was shown in the playing of her pu
Tajantella ......................................... Lebierre,
•V
yob have ar- use. Perhaps some of the cross-word pils at this recital, the numbers being V>lse Ballet .................................. Moszkowski,
fit ure and yot^
Albert Dodge
The
some tlmf*. if yOU want puzzlers will recognize it—a word o£ given with style and care.
ntralto Solo—
numbers shown ln the program were
of the most .beautiful four letters, meaning to eject.
a Sonny Boy...................... Pearl Curran ,
P. S. The word is spew.
particularly attractive in their tune
h The Little Irish Girl .......................Lohr |
saw.
Mrs Gladys Jones irorgan
Gael.
fulness and melody:
o
a
Rosebud ............................................. Steele I
Matinicus, June 24.
CONFIRMATION
Waltz ............................................................. Kern Tone Picture............................................... Nevin |
’he Courier-Gazette: —
n is\ correct. The r^.
(sarabucus racemosa,
bnous, an! it is a shame foiso malikn it.
ferping the Vhility of certain
expel theVontents of theii
-there are sevA'al species which
that habit. tV’o of them ape
|wn in our neighborhood. 7'he
gull goes foilaging and fl|ls
op to repletion,/then return, to
L and regurgitates the contentg
its young. I do not think that
|rkey buzzard has anything on
(Mother Carey’s chicken^
disturbed on the nest.
■rgitate is the word, but there

I’lxles Asleep ............................................. Brown
Marguerite Tibbetts
Fleurette (difcb ............................... Wohefahrt
Gertrude Ladd, Helen dcRoeheraont
Waltz ......................................................... Ducelle
Helen deRochemont
To a Wild Rose.................................MacDowell
Mary Lawry
Contlato Solos—
“I was afraid to eat because I al
a Mammy’s Lullaby ........... Harriet Ware
b Tbe Dream Bflat .......... Jessie Gaynor
ways had stomach trouble after
Mrs. Gladya Jones Morgan
wards.
Since taking Adlerika I can Adagio and
Allegro (duet) .......... Wohefahrt
eat and feel fine.” (signed) Mrs. A.
Thelma and Gertrude Blackington
Howard.
ONE spoonful Adlerika Norwegian Gradle Song ...................... <Jeibel
Borgerson
removes GAS and often brings sur Passing ParadePearl
March .......................... Geibel
prising relief to the stomach. Stops
Oram Lawry
that full, bloated feeling. Removes A Wee Story (duet) ................................. Orth
Thelma Day. Naomi Steams
old waste matter from intestines and In a Rowboat
...............................................Coern
makes you feel happy and cheerful. Polka ......................................................... Ducell
Naomi Stearns
Excellent 'or obstinate constipation.
.............................................Goi
H. Moor & Co., Druggists. In Waltz (trio)
Dorofqy Mary and Oram Lawry

Woman Afraid to
Eat Anything

Iher more common, expressive Thomaston hy C. C. McDonald.

Gavotte In F

Madeline Bubier
leepy Time.............................................. Glebel |
L
Dorothy Lawry
Fdntasla (trio) ........................................... Krug I
All\rt Dodge, Madeline Bubier, Mrs. Noyes,
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SCYTHE SNATHS

CARRIER

Bent Ash Snaths witli adjustable]
handles, also Loops, Nut and
Wrench. Weight 4 lbs.

No. 5.

$1.65

Price

Finished in Gold

$TANLEy

No. 5 “Diamond”
Wide Mouth Swivel
and Reversible Carrier
built to be operated on
4x4 wood track.

STEEL SCYTHES
Made by standard manufacturers
of good reputation.

Price .... $1.75 to $2.25

HAY RAKES

ssuw

Wood and Steel Bows

Weight complete, 40 pounds

Prices.............. 60c to 80c
$12.50

DRAG RAKES

Finished in Dull Black and marked
with the Bright Red Four-Square
Mark. Ideal tools for thc House
holder.

Best Wood

$2.50

Price.......................

Four Square
Household Tools

PULLEYS

HAY FORKS

Skew Back
Hand Saw

3-tined, assorted lengths handles.

$1.25

Price

24 inches; 8 points
Prices $2.25 and up
Mailing weight 4 lbs.

SCYTHE STONES
Emery,
Carburendutn,
Green
Mountain and several others, all
good ones.

Prices . . 10c to 30c each
SECTION RIVETS
Either the Countersunk or Bung
Heads, H and % inch

Per pound............... ,. 25c
HORSE FORKS

No. 43—Floor Pul
ley, with loose, hol
low pin and strong
cast frame protect
ing
hard
maple
sheave. Fitted with
swivel eye at top and
solid eye at bottom.

No. 32—Plain Pul
ley, east frame rib
bed on edges and
center, swivel eye, 6inch
hard
maple
sheave.

Weight 3 Vt, lbs. each

Weight 3% pounds

7 5c each

7 5c each

No. 32A
This pulley has a
cast frame, rein
forced with heavy
ribs on edges and
eenter, and swivel
eye. Sheave is cast
iron 512 inches in di
ameter.
Weight 3V& lbs. each

7 5c each

SAFETY RAZORS
The above Itazors arc complete with

Bench Vise
Length of Jaw 2 in.
Can be attached tol
table or bench.
Price $2.50
Mailing wgt. 5 lbs.

Block
Plane
Adjustable Cutter. 1 •wide. Plane
in. wide
Price $1:50
Mailing weight 2 Ihs.

Blades, ready for use. price
....
$1.00
Extra Blades (7 in pkg.) ............................ 50c
Shaving Soap, stick ...................................... 35c
Gillette Safety in canvas roll ............... $2.50
Extra Blades—Gillette and Ever Ready 50c

No. 15—25 inch Tine
No. 15. Double Harpoon Fork, 25
inch Tine

HANGER HOOK
No. 21 Hanger Hook
for wood track made
of half inch iron of
lengths given below.
Measurement taken
after bending.
14 inch.............20c

Price, each............... $2.75
No. 16. Double Harpoon Fork, 31
inch tine

Price, each ....

$3.00

GRAPPLE

Weight 1 lb. each

No. 26. Steel Grapple, made of
best spring steel. Opens 9 inches
to attach to beam. Furnished with
chain. Weight 2% pounds each.

O'

Price, each............... $1.00

No. 25. Rafter Bracket, used to
support Hanger Hook. Holes on
each side to secure it to rafter.
Weight 6 ounces

A very handy tool about the House
or Garage
Price 85c up
Mailing weight 3 lbs.

Price, each....................10c
Nickel Plated Open Rachet, Alli
gator Jaw. 8 in. sweep
Price $2.03 and up
Mailing weight 3 pounds

Nail
Serrated Guard Plates
Price, 25................. $1.50
Less, each................. 6'/2<
Mailing weight, 1 lb. per doz.

Buckeye
McCormick

GRIND STONES

Good Quality tnd Finish; Blue
Jacket Brand 18 inches over all
Price $1.75
Mailing weight 4 lbs.

Pipe
Wrench

INSECTICIDES
All new stock, received this year.
Original one pound and larger
packages.
ARSENATE OF LEAD
DRY LIME-SULPHUR
PYROX

Hand
Axe

Wooc
Deering

Hammer
Made expressly for household use.
Price $1.00
Mailing weight 2 lbs.

Jack

FLOOR HOOKS

Mowing Machine Sections
Price, per box 25 . . $1.50
Each................................ 7c
Weight per box of 25, 3t4 lbs.
Deering 3x3*4. McCormick 3x3 3-16
Wood,
Osborne H. P. 3x3
Wood, 3x3*4
Buckeye 3x3*4.
Adriance, 3x3*4
Special sections to order.
Send
sample and name of machine.

PYRENE
Fire Extinguisher
Small, compact,
easily carried
about. Puts out
gasoline fires, ap
proved by all in
surance compan
ies. Price $9.00
complete with
brackets.

Several styles in stock, both the
Tubular frame or Wood frame,
also the Bicycle styles in differ
ent sizes of stones. All stones fine
quality of grit suitable for use
about the house or farm.

Price $8.50, $9.00, $9.50
SCYTHE WRENCHES
Each, prepaid............ 10c
LUNCH KITS

5

No. 310. Lunch Kit, Black Enamel,
Slide End,, mailing weight. 5
pounds. Price........................$2.85
No. 211. Lunch Kit, Brown Enamel, Open Top. Mailing-weight, 4
pounds. Price
.................. $3.00
No. 2111. Lunch Kit.Black Enam
el, Opeb Top. Mailing weight, 3
pounds. Price
.....
$2.25
No. 111. Vacuum Bottle.Black En
amel. Aluminum Cover. Mail
ing weight 2 pounds. Price $1.25

'XV
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Plane
No. 20. Floor Hook,
made of best grade of Adjustable Cutter, 1*4 in. wide.
wrought iron and with
Plane 11*4 in. long
coarse heavy thread
Price $3.75
that will hold when
Mailing weight 5 pounds
screwed into wood.
Price % ... 2(
Price 3% ... 2‘.

File.

Mailing weight % lb. Flat and Three-Cornered, fitted
with Handles
8 in. Mill 25c; 6 in. Slim Taper 20c
Swivel Rope Hitch
Mailing weight, 1 lb. to pair
No. 23. Swivel Rope
I Hitch, saves tying hard

Valspar
Enamel

knots and no wasting of Dries quickly,
with high
ropes by cutting.
luster. Excel
. VAlEHTIMt’.
lent for fin
Each
40c ishing autos. VALSPAR
ENAMEL
Comes in as
sorted size
cans and ap
MILK BOTTLE CAPS
Made of good quality of heavy propriate colPrices
card, waterproofed, and with ap o r s .
reasonable.
propriate printing.
Small size 1% in. diameter, per
1000 .............................................. 45c BEST MANILA ROPE
Large size, l"i in. diameter, per For Carrier % in. diameter, ft. B’/fec
1000 .............................................. 65c
For Carrier % in. diameter, ft. 7’/2C
Mailing weight 3 lbs. per 1000 f For Carrier 1 in. diameter, foot 9c

SCYTHE LOOPS
Each, prepaid............ 25c

For Trip Line % per foot ..... .*. 2c
For Trip Line 5-16, per foot

SPECIAL
Round Pointed Shovel
Fitted with strong, firm-grained
handle and “D” grip. Blade un
polished. Great to take camping
or in auto. Total length 35 to 40
inches.

Pricefpostage prepaid) 75c

LOW BROS. HIGH STANDARD” MIXED PAINTS
rface and

yo*-

su;
save'

A very excellent Paint, covering well
and easily, and with great wearing
quality. Good assortment of colors.

>•

Special attention given to mail orders.

Goods shipped by parcel post if de

sired, weight for same being given. Also goods can be sent by mail C. O. D.
'»sta tonion

MANSFIELD
AUTO TIRES & TUBES
Bujlt to give good service under
country road conditions; a high
grade tire at a reasonable price.

tin- invosti-

u;.

Direct Pri'icates through
that he will
ion calling for
matter, upon]
ss than 8.000
>gally filed al-l
re required on

H. H. CRIE 6 CO., Hardware
456

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

